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page thirteen
Murray State graduate Amanda
Haney joins Hotel Obligado in
their performance of "Twang!"
The pcrtonnance ran Monday
and Tuesday night.
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page four
See the Opinion section for "The Murray
State News.. presidential candidate
endorsement and look throughout this
issue for other SGA election coverage.

april11, 2003

www.thenews.org

University recruits nation's top assistant ,
by Chris J ung
sports editor
At a University of Louisville basketball
coach 's retre at following the team ' !>
NCAA Tournament loss to Butler. Head
Coach Rick Pitino gave advice to his thenassistant coach Mick Cronin: This great of
an opportunity does
not come along that
often.
The opportunity Pitino referred to was the
vacant Murray State
men · s basketball headcoach position, and as
a resul£ of his words,
one of the nation •s top
college
basketball
recruiters and assistant
coaches is headed to
Murray State.
Former Louisville
Mick Cronin assistant coach and
New 1lead Coadl recruiting coordinator
Cronin wa-; named Murray State's 13th
head coach Saturday at a press conference
inside Stewart Stadium's Racer Room.

Cronin was formally introduced by Athletic Director E.W. Dennison.
"It's rare in college athletics to have a
search like this where a candidate surfaces
from an outstanding pool of applicants and
immediately sets himself apart," Dennison
said. "After a thorough search process, it
was clear to everyone that (Cronin) was the
best candidate for the job. This is a great
day for Murray State, and we're proud to
have him in our family."
The 31-year-old Cronin replaces former
coach Tevester Anderson, who retired after
five years with the Racers.
''I'm extremely fortunate and very excited to have the opportunity to become the
head coach at Murray State," Cronin said.
"Murray State has a great basketball tradition, outstanding support throughout the
University and community, and I'm looking forward to working with everyone to
take Racer bru>ketball to the next level."
Before his two-year stint with Louisville.
Cronin served as an assistant coach under
Bob Huggins at the University of Cincinnati for six years. In 2003, Cronin was
named the top assistant coach in the nation
by "Athlon Magazine," top assistant coach

in Conference USA and "Most Ready to
Be a Head Coach" by "Lindy's," top
recruiting assistant in the nation by "The
Sporting News" and one of the "Top 10
Coaches to Watch" by "Basketball Times."
"We are fortunate as n University to get
coach Cronin to join our athletic program."
Univer:.ity President F. King Alexander
said. "His reputation as a coach and as a
person make him one of the nation's top
coaching prospects."
Cronin met with his new team April 4,
one da)' prior to the official hiring
announcement. and said he was inspiTed by
the team's response.
"1 think they were excited to meet me,"
Cronin said. "There were a couple of guys
who were already home for the weekend
and turned around to drive two hours back
here for the meeting. We even had a few
seniors there. and that really showed me
the players' commitment to the program."
Born in 1971. Cronin is the fourth youngest active head coach in NCAA
Division-! basketball. However. Cronin
said the age factor offers no additional
pre~sure.

"What you call pressure, I call excite-

ment." Cronin said. "I've been couching
since I was 19 years old. 1 was under (Huggins) for five years and (Pitino) for two. so
I don't feel like a rookie. Now, if you ask
me to balance my checkbook with no help,
that's pressure."
Cronin's experience also extends into his
immediate family. Cronin's father, Harold
"Hep" Cronin, won more than 400 games
at high schools within the Cincinnati area.
Besides positions with Cincinnati and
Louisville, Cronin worked four years on
the staff of Howard Garfunkers Five-Star
Teaching Camp. Cronin also coached the
East team in the 1996 Magic Johnson Adidas Roundball Classic, a team that included Los Angeles Lakers guard and NBA
All-Star Kobe Bryant.
"One really great characteristic about
four coaches during our search was the fact
that each were sons of former or current
coaches, and (Mick) is no exception,"
Assistant Athletic Director Kenny Roth
said. "He's lived the game his whole life.
He's been on the fast track ever stnce he
was old enough to understand basketball.
He's a blue-collar worker and is being
rewarded for his hard work.''

Cronin, who signed a long-term contract.
was unable to divulge specific information
regarding signing. However, Cronin made
it clear that financial details are not an
issue.
"Money is not a factor," Cronin said.
"I've gotten here by doing my job to the
best of my ability, and I plan on enjoying
the dream that I've worked to achieve."
Regarding coaching style, Cronin said he
plans to bring "Pitino-ball" to Murray State
while also concentTating on the basic skills
of the entire team.
"We're goin·g to press: we're going to
run: we're going to shoot," Cronin said.
"Everyone will equally work on their
skills. I'm not going to tell one guy to
screen, one guy to rebound, one guy to
pass and then have Uunior guard) Rick
Jones take all the shots.''
Cronin's goals for the Racers also are a
testament to his style.
"We're going to work to be the best midmajor program in the Midwest," Cronin
said. "One of the things we're going to do
early is set the tone for the way we're
going to work. There are no shortcuts to
championships."

(Right) Lacy n.oberts, senior fro m Hopkins,·iJie, and Amanda Wise, senior from
Harrisburg, Ill., prepare Sydney for a temperature check at Saturday's Animal Health
Technology Day.
(Below) Crystal Pittman, sophomore from
Mayfield, gives Patch a bath.
Photos by Karri Wurth!The News

Pre-vet club offers testing, physicals
by Lauren Friskel
staff writer
Tails wagged and cats purred at the
annual Animal Health Technology Day on
Saturday. The event provided veterinary
ser.·ices for reduced prices and gave preveterinary students the opportunity to gain
hands-on experience.
The event. hosted by the Animal Health
Technology/Pre· Veterinary Club, provided
services for animals, including physical~.
nail trims, heartworm testing, feline-

leukemia testing and baths.
"The Animal Health Technology/PreVeterinary club puts this event on every
year in the spring," ~id Amanda Pate,
junior from Owensboro.
Pate said the event benefits both the
community and Mudents.
"It gives students experience working in
a clinic, and it gi,es the community discounted animal care for a day," she said.
Ashley Shely.junior from Morehead and
president of the Pre-Veterinary Club, said
the event pwvidcd aiJ to many community

Theft occurs at AXA party
by Melissa Kilcoyne
.-.wfl write r
The Murray Police Department i~
investigating a theft of $1.200 fro m
the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
house between I :45 and 2 :00 a.m .
Sunday .
Chris Jung. junior from Cincinnati
and preside nt of Lambda Chi Alpha,
was carrying the mo ney when an
individual came from behind and
stole it. Jung said the indivtdual was
a black male, approximately 6 feet
tall and 220 pounds .
" l was working the front gate of the
party at the Lambda Chi house," Jung
said. "I had gone around the back to
take care of something else and had
the money b ag that we were keeping
our money Ill in my hand. ... I had the
big bills in my hand. ft equaleo up to
about $1.200. Before I could turn

around to go out the front gate, an
individual came from behind, swiped
it out of my hand and ran . I chased
him through our driveway."
Jung said the individual ran
through the bock gate, onto Poplar
Street and reached his vehicle.
"I approached him and the vehicle
and tried to open the door, but it was
locked," Jung said. "He started the
car. put it in reverse, swiped me with
the car, including the driver' s side
mirror on the outside. He kept going.
ran that stop stgn right there at Citgo
and took a right on Main Street ."
Jung said he identified pictures of
the vehicle for the police, and its
investigation is relying on his
description.
Eddie Rollins, Murray Polke
Department captain. said the vehicle
was described as a dark green sport
utility . vehicle with an out-of-stare

license plate.
..The witnesses told us that there
was a black male to grab the money
bag and run," Rollins said. "He was
chased to where he got in the vehicle
and drove awuy."
Jung said the stolen money was in
a green bank hag, and the fraternity is
working with the police to tind the
individual.
"We have a few leado; as of right
now," Jung suid. "They're all speculation. We're doing everything in our
power to use our resources that we
have within our fraternity to try and
track down (the individual) .''
The individual stole the money
alone, and Jung said he believes it
was a planned act.
Said Jung: "h was obviously something that they had planned because
my back was turned and he had a
plan where he could run easily."

pets:
"We saw somewhere around 130 animals that day," Shely said. "Several people
from around the community brought several animals."
One of the main benefits for the community was animal health care at a discounted
price.
"ln a veterinary clinic, a heartwoml test
can cost a.; much as $30," Shely said. "Saturday we offered them for only $1 0.''
Shely said participaling students benefited from the hands-on experience.

''We had n station set up for physicals,''
she said. "The students looked the animals
over from head to toe.''
The event also provided students with an
opportunity to work with animals outside
of the classroom setting, Shely said.
Shely said pan of the success of Animal
Health Technology Day came from a great
deal of publicity in the community.
"It was the most successful year that we
have had,'' she said. "The whole day wiiS a
smooth transition, and everyone knew
what they were doing."

MSU Alliance sponsors
Come Together Kentucky
by Vanessa Childers
staff wmer
The Murray State Alliance hosted the annual

Corne- Together Kentucky collegiate conference
for gay, lesbian. bisexual, transgender and
straight students on campus last weekend.
CIX was established eight years ago by the
Univer~ily of Kentucky':; Lambda Organi7.ation: thi'> was the first year the conference was
hosted at Murray State.
"(Alliance) had been planning CTK 2003
even before we got the bid at last year's CTK,"
Danielle Walsh. senior from Frankfort and vice
president for Alliance, said. "We went to a
retreat over Spring Break and locked ourselves
in a room so we could plan the conference,"
Michelle Rarber, senior from Warren. Mich.,
and Alltance president, said the conference
focused on education, entertainment and
empowerment.

"We knew we had to have entertainment to
keep things light and fun, but empowennent was
the main focus,'' Barber said. "If you have education and entertainment, then empowerment
will happen."
CTK began April4 with Pridefest, an organii'.ation fair and a concen: the event continued
through Sunday morning.
On Saturday, scverul workshops were held in
the Curris Center. The workshops emphasi:ted
self-confidence, determination and togetherness.
"We wanted to focus more on education
rather than entertainment," Walsh said. "We had
25 workshops, which is more than any oilier
CfK has had.''
The conference also featured a luncheon Saturday .,., ith keynote speaker Vic Basile. Basile
was the first executive director of the Human
Rights Campaign and currently serves as co-

see ALLIANCE I 18
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MSU Student Law Association
to hold year-end meeting
Thursday, April 3

The Student Law Association will
have its final meeting of the year at 3:30
p.m. Tuesday in room 552 of the Business Building.
The agenda will include elections for
next year's officers, suggestions for summer reading and classes to consider taking for LSAT and law-school preparation.
For more information, phone Jennifer
Payne at 759-0581 or Joe Chaney at 7623459.

6:38 a.m. A caller reported that the
fire panel in Franklin College was
beeping.
8:32a.m. A student had a seizure in
the Thoroughbred Room. Emergency Medical Services transported
the subject.
3:40 p.m. A desk was reportedly
thrown out a window at Elizabeth
College. The report was unfounded.
No report was taken.
.
7:29 p.m. A subject at Public Safety
reported his girlfriend was harassed
by a male in the Business Building
•
parking lot. No report was taken.
10:57 p.m. A person was reported · Monday, Apnl 7
sleeping in a vehicle outside Springer 5:08 a.m. Murra~ Police Department
College.
attempted to locate subjects involved
in the robbery and assault of an
elderly fema le.
Friday, April4
12:46 a.m. A caller reported a subject 11:06 a.m. Fire trouble was reported
looking .into vehicles and letting from Wilson Hall.

National Society of Collegiate
Scholars to sponsor cookout
The National Society of Collegiate
Scholars will sponsor a cookout from
11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. April 11 in the Quad.
For more information, phone Shay
Barnes at 762-4063.

Speech/debate team t o co-host
production in Wrather Museum
The MSU speech/debate team,
advanced video production I directing
class and advanced public-speaking
class will present "Telling Truths," a
show based loosely on the 1950s game
show, at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Wrather
Museum Auditorium .

Residential College Association
hosting paint-ball tournament
The Residential College Association
will host a paint ball tournament at 10
a.m. Saturday 'at the Intramural Field.
Today from 1 to 4 p.m. in front of tlw
Curris Center is the final opportunity to
sign up for the event.
Individuals registering should have n
team name and the names of five players.
The entry fee i!' $25 per team. The fee
covers everything except the cost of
paint balls, which will be sold at the
event.
For more information, phone Josh
Rose at 762-6644.

First Presbyterian Church ·
to hold Holy Week services
First Presbyterian Church will host
two Holy Week services next Y.'Cek. The
church will hold a Maundy Thutsday
Communion Tenl'brae Servite at 7 p.m.
Thursday in fellowship Hall and nn

ed the resident had too much to
drink.
7:03 a.m. A caller reported several
students parked in the Lutheran
Church parking lot.
5:08p.m. A residence director reported someone had put out several cigarette butts on the fifth-floor carpet
in Regents College. An officer report·
ed someone had also stolen an exit
sign and punched a hole in the ceiling. A report was taken.
6:30 p.m. A caller reported that a res·
idence director's vehicle made a loud
noise when leavi.ri.g in the morning.

Jason Doughty, junior from Boaz, lines up a difficult s hot while playing
pool in Hester College after work Tuesday afternoon.
Easter Sunrise Service at 5:45 a.m. April receive a $10 gift certificate to Casual
20 on the comer of 16th nnd Poplar Corner.
streets.
for more information, phone Sara
For more information, phone the Arment at 753-2156.
church office at 753·6460.

Campus Web site provides link
to online ballot for SGA elections
Online voting for Stud<'.nt Government Association elections can be
accessed through the University Web
site beginning 9 a.m. Tuesday and ending 9 a.m. Wednesday.
A link will be present on thl' site to
direct voters. Go to:
http://campus.murraystate.edu.

PRSSA to sponsor fashion show
in Freed Curd Auditorium
Publk Relations Student Society of
Americ<l (PRSSA) will sponsor a fnshion ~how titled "Changing Clothes: The
Professional Look" at 6 p.m. Wednesday in the Freed Curd Auditorium.
Students will model affordable, pro·
fessional clothes from Cato, Dnwahares, Goody's nnd Casual Comer.
Tickets are $3 and <lfe available in the
'dep.nlrncnt of journalism i'lnil ma's~ .
dommunications llfficc. Attendants will

Student Nutrition Association
sponsoring Empty Bowls event
The second annual Empty Bowls
event, sponsored by the Student Nutrition Association and ceramics students,
will be held from 5 to 7 tonight in the
Curris Center dance lounge.
Nutrition students will serve soup
and bread donatt•d by local restaurants
in handmade bowls donated by ceramics students. Patrons will be served
· soup in the bowl of their choice and
then tnkt' the bowl home to kt•ep for a
minimum donation of $10.
The event is a fund-raiser intended to
educnte the public about hunger. All
proceeds will be donated to Need Line
to asstst people jn need within Calloway County.

If you wo111ti like to submit a brief to be
published hr Cnmpus Bri'eJTy, corttnct Seth
Cotn1is', a~5t~1tin'i ft~(,'s' edt/or, 1lJ{ pl.wne at
762-4468 or jnx at 762-3175.

,.

truck tailgates down in the Regents
College parking lot. An officer spoke
with the subject.
1:02 a.m. A caller reported an intoxicated individual screaming at residents in Clark College.
2:01 a.m. A caller reported an
extremely upset male subject attempting to hit a female subject The subjects
were separated.
7:18 p.m. A caller advised that a curtain fell at Lovett Auditorium and
needed to be put back up.

Saturday, April 5
1:12 a.m. A caller reported subjects in
the Regents College parking lot possibly consuming alcoholic beverages.
1:38 p.m. A caller advised that the
breaker was tripped in the Elizabeth
College first-floor kitchen.
3:26 p.m. A caller advised that the
cooler in the Thoroughbred Room
was not working.
6:09 p.m. A caller advised that a student was short of breath. Subject
refused medical attention.
6:51 p.m. There was a report of an
individual lying on the street near
Ordway Hall.

Tuesday, April 8
12:00 a.m. A caller reported two individuals mooning traffic near Clark
College.
9:48 a.m. The college head of Regents
College requested assistance teach·
ing students where to park.
3:36 p.m. A subject's vehicle was hit
in the Curris Center parking lot. A
report was taken.
10:33 p.m. A building service technician reported a cat in the Wilson Hall
control room. The technicians left a
note for the morning staff to leave a
trap for the cat.

Wednesday, April 9
4:35 p.m. A residence director reported the odor of scorched popcorn in
Clark College.
7:30 p.m. A resident adviser requested to speak with an Officer about a
former resident.

Motorists assists - 13
Racer escorts - 15
Police Beat is compiled by Seth Combs,

Sunday, April 6

RSSisllanl

1:37 a.m. A caller reported a subject
vomiting blood at Hart College.
Emergency Medical Services report-

news editor, from materials provided by
Public Sajl'ty. All dispatched cnlls are
trot listed.

news editor, lind Miuci Owen,

new-s
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SGA Elections

Candidates vie for 2003-04 presidency
Abdulla EI-Bannan

Fulton Hart

by Melissa Kilcoyne

by Seth Combs

by Marcl Owen

assistant news editor

news editor

Student Government Association presidential candidate Fulton Hart said now is lhe right time for him to
run for president.
"I've worked in lhe {SGA) office for three years
now; running for president has always been in lhe back
of my mind as something I wanted to do," Hart said.
"This year the window just kind of opened up. I
thought that if I was going to run, !his would be the
time to do it"
Before entering !his year's presidential race, Hart.
junior from Murray, spent three years as a student
worker in the SGA offiCe. He said his experiences as a
student workeT give him a unique quality to offer the
Murray State student body.
"It is a unique experience that I have to offer," Hart
saicl "I've never held an executive office. but l have
been able to just sit back and watch. I've seen lhe entire
process at work and not just one aspect."
Hart said he has learned much from lhe actions of
past presidents. He said there are a number of things he
plans to implement and a number of things he knows
not to do.
"From working there for three years, I've seen three
presidents," Hart said. "I've seen the mistakes !hey
made, and I've seen lhe things that they've done that
were successful.
"I lhink from being there for lhree years, I've seen
what works and what does not work. I've also seen the
best ways to gather information from the students and
lhe best way to act upon that infonnation."
Hart said he comes complete wilh a list of goals he
intends to focus on if elected.
''One {goal) would be the budget issue. to keep
addressing !hat." Hart said. "It isn't something that just
goes away overnight. I will continue to do whatever it
takes in order to keep tuition as low as possible.
"Second would be to push for the completion of the
projects we've already started in tenns of lhe wellness
center, the science building and the renovations in
Winslow. We're in a budget crunch, but we've still got
to finish these projects ... and I will continue to push for
new projects- whatever the students may feel we need
next."
·
Among the new possible projects is a new or
improved library, Hart said.
"I would like to address lhe issue at the library," he
said. "I know that has been an issue in the past and is
something that needs to be addressed, but I'm not sure
how feasible that is right now."
Although ready to tackle a number of issues, Hart
said he still retains his focus on the most important part
of being SGA president.
Said Hart: "I think the SGA president has to stand up
for the students; that is the No. I goal of the office."

When asked what put him above the other candidates for Student Government Association president.
Josh Rose said experience.
Through his many leadership role~, including two
years on the SOA Executive Council as Residential
College Association president, Rose. senior from Ktn·
mundy, Ill .• said he ha~ become accustomed to representing students.
"I felt like this wao; an opportunity to move from representing 2,700 students on the residential-college side
of campus to representing more !han 9.000 students."
he said. "I felt like this was my chance, and I'm not
done repre.~enting students."
If elected. Rose, a business administration majOr,
.said there are few thing:. within SGA that he would like
to change.
"SGA does a good job of doing what !hey have
established now," he said. "There are a few things,
from representation to programming activities, that 1
would like to improve or better."
Rose said he would like to create more opportunities
for students to get involved with SGA.
"[feel !hat two organitjltions on this campus that we
could reach a better repre:.entation with would be lhe
Black Student Council and the International Student
Organization," he said. "By creating representative
positions for them through SGA, they could take lhin~
back to their meetings. I really want to work towaro
better representation."
At various conferences. Rose said, he has gathered
several ideas from experience with other universities
and colleges.
"I've been able to see how other SGAs work." he
said. "I think my experience will help me bring new
ideas to lhe table and keep SGA working as well as it
is now."
Rose said his position as RCA president also has
allowed him to work with almost every department on
campus.
"A lot of the relationships wilh lhe administration
are already !here," he said. "llhink that definitely gives
me an edge."
Throughout his campaign, Rose said he has tried and
continues to try giving students a more realistic idea of
what changes lhe SGA is able to make.
"In the past, (candidates) have said they want to get
restaurants in lhe Curris Center or more student park-..
ing," he said. '11lere's no real SGA power to accom-·
plish those tasks. Some people may lhink that those are'
things that SGA has the power to do.
"They do have lhe power to bring lhe ideas to cam- '
pus, but the department has to bring the concern to the
Board of Regents. What I want to do is keep lhe is:>ue
on the table for the Board of Regenl'i.''

staff writer

Abdulla EI-Bannan, Student Government Associa·
tion presidential candidate, said his ability to represent
the entire student body makes him stand out from the
competition.
EI-Bannan, senior from Egypt, said he wantc; to represent lhe opinions of all students.
"My main goal is to represent lhe students. not only
to represent one side or one problem or one view, but to
get as many opinions as possible," EI-Bannan said. "I'd
like to represent the students because I feel like SGA
needs some outside input on some issues. and I feel like
ABDULLA
I could maybe work on it. I don't want to change it too
EL-BANNAI'\
much beatu!>e I feel like SGA is a good organization.''
El-Bannan said he want:. to bring different organita·
"I WOULD tions together and broaden student rep~ntation.
"(Organization representatives and SGA) can simply
LIKE TO BE
go to a restaurnnt and talk about the issues, talk about
NAGGING, AND the problem~. try to work them out. just put them on the
I WOULD LIKE table." El-Bannan said. "Those organizations get about
30 or 40 or even 50 percent of the campus, which is a
TO BE PERSISlot more than lhe IS-percent representation that we
TENT WITH
have now. That could get us a lot more opinions and
help us make better deci!'.ions."
THE ADMINISEl· Bannan also said lobbying for higher education is
TRATION
important to him. If elected. he plans to hold forums for
all students and allow them to addre.-;s important issues.
BECAUSE I
"I lhink, because of my ability in working wilh the
THINK THAT'S International Student Organization. l've had to deal
THE WAY WE with a Jot of diversified opinions," EI-Bannan said. "In
the international organization. we have about 60 counCAN GET
trie.,, and we have a lot of opinions. I have a lot of interest
in trying to unite those opinions and ... represent
THINGS
everybody properly.''
DONE."
EJ-Bannan, an engineering in physics major, said
although he can provide a new approach. he also hao;
followed the issues addressed in lhe senate this year.
"I've been following SGA and what they're doing,
and I honestly lhink I have lhe advantage to represent
all of the students, more !han anyone else who is running for SGA president this year," EI-Bannan said.
EI-Bannan said he will represent student interests if
elected but plans on pursuing his campaign goals even
if he is not.
"I'm not a friend to anyone in lhe administrntion," he
said. "The facuhy and everyone else on campus has its
representatives. My job is to represent the ~tudent<;. My
job i:c; nnt to lobby for the administration. The students
will always come first. Student interests will always
come befilre lhe administrntion.
'Tm not !here to be popular or to gain popularity
among the administration. In fact, I would like to be
annoying. I would like to be nagging, and I would like
to be pe~istent with the administration becau~ t think
• that'!;' the way we can get things done,''

FULTON HART
"WE'RE IN A
BUDGET
CRUNCH, BUT

we've STILL
GOT TO FINISH
THESE PROJECTS
... AND

I WILL

CONTINUE TO
PUSH FOR NEW
PROJECTSWHATEVER THE
STUDENTS MAY
FEEL WE NEED
NEXT."

Josh Rose

Not happy with your ID
picture?
Changed residential colleges?
T ired of that annoying beeping when
you go t o eat?

UPDATE YOUR ID
FREE!!
_APRIL 15-17, 2003

ONLY!!!

e MUST TURN IN CURRENT VALID ID
e Not good for lost card
Racer Card Office - Located on the 1st Floor of the Curris
Center
Hours of Operation: Monday - Thursday 8:00 - 5:00 p.m.

JosH RosE
" I'VE BEEN
ABLE TO SEE
HOW OTHER

SGAs WORK. I
THINK MY
EXPERIENCE
W ILL HELP ME
BRING NEW
IDEAS TO THE
TABLE AND
KEEP

SGA

WORKING AS
WELL AS IT IS
NOW."

Want to build your
t-estime with . . . . . . . . . . ·-·~·-··~
real experience?

The Murray State News is now
hiring sales representatives for
the 2003-04 school year. If you
are hardworking, persistent, and
can meet deadlines please apply
at The News office, 1st floor
Wilson Hall. All majors are
accepted.
Salary + Commission
Also Hiring: Ad Production

e
news

~sta

• •
optnton

opinion editor: Severo Avila
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phoi1e: 762-4468
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Paper endorses presidential candidate
What do you think of SGA
elections being conducted
exclusively online?
"Well, sure it's a
good idea. More
people will vote
that way."
Adam Summcrlott
sophomote, EBSI Pralfie, Mo.

"It doesn't really
affect me because
I don't check current events on the
Internet."

It's that time of year again.
The weeks surrounding the Student Gmrern·
ment Association elections are often among the
busiest for us at "The Murray State News." Aside
from our regular election coverage (writing pro·
files, covering competition in the various
offices). we also organize an endorsement committee to meet with each of the presidential candidates about their bids for the presidency.
Contrary to popular belief, the endorsement is
not an attempt to decide the collective mind of
the student body. Because candidates have
almost 10,000 students to reach and less than two
weeks to campaign, it seems unlikely that they
would be able to reach the entire student base of
Murray State. With our resources and coverage
potential. our endorsement committee wa'i able
to meet each candidate personally, assess their
platforms and, in turn, deliver that a-;sessment to
you.
It doesn't mean you have to agree, nor does it
mean that it is the opinion of the entire staff of
"The Murray State News." It is simply the
assessment of seven committee members based
on criteria they selected and the answers to five
questions they asked each of the three candidates
in a 30-rninute interview.
The students of this year's committee come

from a wide range of majors. extracurricular
activities and locations. We have students from
campus religious organizations, intramural teams
and a rugby player. This wasn't a decision made
by news staffers who spend their days and nights
holed up in the newsroom. In fact, our cross-section of employees came to a unanimous agreement about who best fills their requirements.
The choice is yours, and voting this year is easier than ever. Those who find apathy more compelling than the will to leave their donn room can
choose their pick for SGA president online. Take
some time to look at the list of criteria and questions below, and if they match your concerns,
then take a few minutes to check our our
endorsement.

for and why?
• What past experiences motivated you or will
help you as SGA president?
• As the students' representative, how do you
get student opinion, inform students and represent the entire student body?
• In order of priority, list the three greatest
issues facing students. What will you do to
address these concerns?
• You Jearn students planning a rally have been
denied the right to do so by administrators who
feel it could possibly create an unsafe situation
on campus. What do you do?

Criteria:
• Past experience in and outside SGA
• Knowledge of campus and current affairs
• Approachability. communications skills,
diversity oriented
• Ability to represent students well. yet compromise with administration
• Quality of motives and goals

The endorsement committee consisted of
seven staff members of "The Murray State
News": associate editor Ryan Brooks. senior
from Las Vegas; opinion editor Severo Avila,
gradt:ate student from Belize; photographer John
Robison, senior from Poplar Bluff, Mo.: illustra·
tor Jessica Brown. sophomore from Paducah;
staff writer Vanessa Childers, freshman from
Mason, Ohio; wire editor Adam Mathis, sophomore from Mayfield; and staff writer Lauren
Friske!, sophomore from Nashville, Tenn.

Questions asked of candidates:
• If you weren't running. who would you vote
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"I think it's a
good idea
because it can be
done from the
comfort of your
own home."
Ryan McCafferty
scpi!OmOre, Csmpbe"

"I think that since
it's a new thing
more people will
be involved.''
Camille Durden

Josh Rose earned "The Murray
State News" endorsement committee's support in his bid for
Student Government Association
president.
After interviewing all three
candidates. the committee voted
unanimously 7-0 in Rose's favor.
Rose's experience as a summer
orientation and fall orientation
counselor, his treasurer position
with the state board and, most
importantly, his position as Residential College Association president afford him extensive leadership experience. As RCA president, he represented 2,700 students, giving him invaluable
experience in that capacity. These
experiences also have given him
practice in conducting meetings
and interacting with the adminis·
tration on behalf of orhers.
He also has ' been at the forefront of a receru mo\lement to get
a paint-ball competition going.
Rose has pushed the idea for quite
some time and recently saw it
through to the General Assembly.
This shows that he is able to stand

up to the administration if students demand it.
Rose has had to visit other university campuses and said this has
allowed him to see how other stu·
dent government associations
operate and how Murray State's
SGA can be improved.
Another point in Rose's favor
was that he continually referred to
accountability and transparency
within the SGA. He stressed that
students need to see how their
student government operates. One
plan Rose has is to allow MSU
TV II to broadcast SGA meetings live, if the station is capable,
or taped if it is not. This way all
students would have the opportu·
nity to see exactly what takes
place in SGA meetings.
The committee was looking for
a leader who would strive for
total student representation. If
elected. Rose plans- t6 creart"t'Wo
new positions in the SGA. He
wants to add a Black Student
Council representative and an
International Student Organization representativ~ as official

seats in the SGA.
"My job will be to create
opportunities for students to
become more involved,'' Rose
said . ''I actually will have no personal opinions as president. I take
what the students give me, and I
work with that."
As far as visibility, Rose has
kept the same room in the same
residential college since begin·
ning his collegiate career .here at
Murray State and made a promise
that if elected, he will not even
accept the College Courts apart·
ment afforded to the position. He
said even that would seclude him
from the students he represents.
"Even that, I think, would be
too far away from most of the students,'' he said. "In fact, I've
already reserved my room for
next semester - the same mom
I've had since I've been he.-e.
"I hav.e been 'i'n the ~ &>om.
with the same roommate for the
last four years. I plan on being a
very student-oriented leader. I
want people to know exactly
where they can find me if they

need me."
One situation that illustrated
the candidates' methods of representation occurred when the committee asked the candidates to list
the top three issues facing Murray
State students.
Hart and El-Bannan both
answered with issues such as
communication between students
and SGA and funding. These
were
perfectly
acceptable
answers. However, Rose really
impressed the committee when he
replied that he was not the one to
answer that question. He said the
best way to find out what the
issues facing students are is to ask
the students them set ves. This
answer showed us that even in a
pressure situation such as an
interview, Rose was able to put
his own opinions aside and think
of the students he hopes to repre-
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Rose's extensive leadership and
student representation experience,
visibility on campus and plans for
the office make him the most suit·
able candidate for SGA president.

senior, Evansville, Ind.

!ennr Hahn/The News
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El-Bannan questions
need for endorsement

Hart promises full

First of all, I'd like to
thank "The Murray State
News" for giving me the
chance to tell people a little about my views. I have
spoken to hundreds of
people about my campaign. and I simply do not
have the resources to
speak to the thousands of
students on campus.
Endorsing a candidate is
a very risky business.
What does endorsing one
candidate out of several
mean'! I believe it means
that the specific group of
people doing the "endorsing" either relate to or like
that person. Now we can
talk about being professional and fair. but there
will ALWAYS be something in the back of your
mind asking you to pick
the one you feel is most
like yourself. I believe this
is human nature, and I
would never disagree with
someone who is simply
being her/himself.
I am writing this mes·
sage, and I honestly do not
know what the endorsement
committee
has
decided, allhough I feel it
is not necessary to know.
If an organization with the
mass-media resources that
''The Murray State News"
possesses decides to be
"political," then why do
people complain when
Oscar-winning directors
or musical groups simply
let there opinions be
known? I think "The Murray State News" does a
great job around the campus in getting information
to the students. bur "The

Distinguished professor of business
administration Warren G. Bennis once
said: "Leaders must encourage their
organizations to dance to forms of music
yet to be heard."
For three years, my endeavors within
the Student Government Association
have allowed me to witnesl> my fair
~hare of dances up close. Through projects and mediation with the SGA senate. Judicial Board and Campus Activities Board, I have witnessed the ins,
outs, nooks and crannies of many oncampus student and faculty operations.
With my countless number of office
hours, help with concerts and events and
position of student representative on the
new Wellness Center committee, I have
sat in the back of the figurative gymnasium, snapping and tapping to the
music, waiting for the perfect time to
muster up the courage to ask for a dance
of my own - und that time is now.
Students of Murray State University.
my name is Fulton Hart and my name
has been called for a spotlight dance my candidacy f'or the 2003-2004 SGA
president.
Since my affiliation with SGA, I have
seen three presidents come and go. I
have heard the complaints or the student
body, worked closely with the senate on
the budget issue and lent my ear to students in order to gain insight on their
wants and needs through surveys. questionnaires :tnd one-on-one conversations.
As a result, I feel like my experience
and behind-the-scenes involvement has
me in position to become a wonderful
facilitator and an even better SGA president.
My interactions with students also
have expanded beyond the SGA oftice
and Curris Cenrer building. For three
years I have served as an athletic trainer,
caring for all Murray State affiliated
teams during practices and all home and
away games. I also have been ussociated
with Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity for
rwo years, serving as vice president of

News" is not n political
group, nor does it know
the true opinion of the students.
So, 1 end my commentary with this : My first
goal is to represent all the
~tudents, and I go full
force to try to implement
that. How could any group
on campus. whether it's
"The News" or the SGA,
represent all the students .
without actually getting to
all of the students? At
least give everyone the
option to be represented
properly. The endorsement is seven people's
personal opinions integrated, and the candidate
receiving the most praise
wins. Take it for what it is
and keep investigating the
candidates. (Investigate
me through http://msuelection.com.)
Finally, if I do not
receive the endorsement,
then I thank ''The Murray
State News" for letting me
reach so many people who
want to be represented and
who would get involved if
given the chance. If I do
receive the endorsement,
then I regretfully decline
this gift. I will not let anything get in the way of
proper and TRUE representation of the students.
and this is something that
may do that. Please inves·
rigate the candidates and
ask us questions so that we
can represent you better.

Abdulla EI·Bannan is a
unior engineering and
physics major from Egypt.

'

Abdulla

EI-Bannan

" If I do
receive the
endorsement,
then I regretfully decline
this gift. I
will not let
anything get
in the way of
proper and
TRUE representation of
the students,
and this is
something
· that may do
that."

student representation
external affairs.
Participating in
and experiencing
both have not only
allowed me opportunities to sharpen
my
organization
skills and wealth of
common
knowl·
edge, but have
given me the opportunity to improve
upon and develop
my ability to work
Fulton
better with you, the
student.
Han
If elected as your next SGA president.
my main focus is indeed the students.
Granted, my work with faculty nnd
administration is a prerequisite or the
job description, and that is a responsibility that I am willing and comfort:-tble
enough to take head on.
However, a truly successful SGA
president is a person who has the ability
to find that happy medium between students and administration, while still
allowing students to express themselves
freely through me as their representative.
Lastly, it is my goal and intention to
lead this student body onward, :1s we
continue to grow with the times. as well
as with the expan'>ion of our campus and
community as a whole.
Over the years, Murray State has
shown the potential to thrive as a top
college campus. and we have grusped
our opportunities greatly. However. we
must continue to set ourselves apart
from the rest by not adapting to the standard or to the same old rune, but by writing our own music, coming up with our
own words and dancing to forms of
music that have never been heurd before
- but will be coveted by generations to
come.

Fulton Hart is a junior exercise
ence major from Murray.
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Boycott of French goods inappropriate
I was saddened to read in the April 4 edition of "The Murray State News" that the coowner of Fifteenth & Olive restaurant, Jeff
Yates, has decided to boycott French wine at
his establishment.
According to the article, Mr. Yates put a
sign in front of his restaurant that says "Now
Serving Only American Wine." The article
goes on to indicate that Mr. Yates "decided
this would be a good way to ... support our
country" and that he ' 'expects his new policy
to help business."
It is unfortunate that Mr. Yates has chosen
this route to express his disagreement with
the French position against the U.S,-Ied war
on Iraq . Although the French have long been
one of our key allies in Europe, and indeed.
they were instrumental in helping America
achieve independence more than 200 years
ago. they have chosen to oppose our policy in
Iraq. Indeed, some 30 percent of American
people oppose our policy in Iraq. and it
Y.eems to me rather strange to single out the
French for this disdainful treatment. Germany. Russia and most of the rest of the
world also oppose our Iraqi policy, and yet
we have not attempted to boycott their products.
When the government of the United States

chose to unilaterally reject the Kyoto Treaty
on global warming and the International
Criminal Court on the prosecution of international crimes, the French did not attempt to
boycott American products. At the time when
the government of the United States first
rejected the International Criminal Court in
July I 998, some 120 countries, including
France, voted for the Court. and only seven
countries {the United States, China. lraq,
lsraeJ. Libya, Yemen and Qatar) voted
against it. The United States promised to pursue revisions in the agreement that would
make the Court more palatable until May
2002, when we dropped all negotiations. The
French amicably continued to work for compromise.
Friends can disagree and remain friends .
You do not punch your long-time friend in
the nose because he disagrees with you . We
strongly believe in our sovereignty in America, and we should respect other countries'
right to express their sovereignty. Our friends
and allies do not always have to agree with us
to remain our friends and allies. Allies may
have different opinions, but they are still
allies.
The French have lived with Islamic terrorism since the 1980s. They have had car

bombs; assassinations in their streets; church. majority of the nations in NATO, the Eurosynagogue and mosque bombings; kidnap- pean Union and the United Nations opposed
pings; anned robberies; and a host of other our Iraqi policy. Clearly most of the world
terrorist acts on their territory. They are agreed with the French that the U.S . policy
·
familiar with the fear and insecurity these was precipitous.
Before the addition of I 0 nations to the
activities inspire. We should understand their
misgivings vis-a-vis our Iraqi policy - they European Union later this month, its populahave long experience that we lack. They are tion represented only 6 percent of the world's
far more vulnerable than we are since they population. The United States contains merehave a sizable Muslim population within ly 5 percent. However, the economies of the
their borders, and they are demonstratively United States and European Union together
make up 62 percent of the world's gross
closer to the Middle East.
The United States and France have more domestic product. It is obvious that if we act
areas of agreement than disagreement. For together, everything is possible, but if dividexample. the European Union (where France ed, nothing.
Along with Great Britain, the French are
plays an important role) is slowly taking over
much of the job of Balkan security, thus our oldest allies and friends. The United
allowing the United States to slowly diminish States and France are two pillars of democraits military presence. ln Afghanistan, the cy and of the market economy. We should
United Nations, again with French consent not allow ourselves to give in to xenophobic
and full participation. is in Kabul and the rest hysteria against our friend and ally simply
of the country helping rebuild that war-tom because ir opposed one of our policies. We
nation. The same can be said for Kosovo, will need the French in the future, and they
Timor and many of the troubled countries of will need us. Thank you.
Africa. The French fully supported the March
28, 2003. Oil for Food program passed
through the United Nations.
When we single the French out for chas- Terry W. Strieter is faculty regent and a protisement, we should remember that the fessor of history.

In My
Opinion

Terry
Strieter
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Writer asks for dollars
to see Fleetwood Mac
Jnsteud of using my column to tackle
pressing issues or politics. I am using this
week's space to solicit money for a wholly selfish purpose.
Fleetwood Mac, the greatest band ever,
is playing at the Gaylord Entertainment
Center in Nashville, Tenn .. on May 31.
Seeing the band perfonn is my life's goal
- well , not really. but let's just assume I
overdramatize everything, and at the
moment it is my life's goal.
It is my dream to see Fleetwood Mac
perform live. To see Mick Fleetwood
going wild on the drums, Lindsey Buckingham wailing away at his guitar and, of
course, the incomparable Stevie Nicks
rocking out on s uch hits as "Rhiannon''
and "Gypsy" would be the greatest experience of my life.
There is. :;adly. an obstacle in my concert-going path - money. Ah, the sordid
topic of coin. Floor seats cost anywhere
from $75 to $125. Unfortunately, for an
impoverbhed Belizean student struggling
to make ends meet in an unforgiving land
far from home. this price is simply too
high.
"But how can I help?" you ask. "How
can I come to the aid of this unfortunate
urchin?"
There is a way. If everyone who reads
this commentary sends $1, I'd certainly
have enough to purchase tickets. lf every
reader could spare one measly dollar. my
hopes would become a reality. (l got the
idea to do this when some girl on the Internet got other people to pay off her creditcard bills. )
Now, I'm not trying to guilt you into
doing anything. I certainly understand if
you don' t have the money or simply don't
want to send it, but this would be a great
way to see how many people actually read
the opinion pages and how many care
enough about me to send a dollar.
Furthermore. J've always wanted to be
the reporter you see in the movies, the one
whose powerful writing inspires the populace to flood the newsroom ·with moun-

tains of letters; geez. now that I listen to
myself, maybe you should send the money
out of pity alone.
·
Imagine, if you will, Gaylord Entertainment Center packed to capacity with eager
Fleetwood Mac fans from across the country. Amid the cheers and cries of the faith·
ful fans there stands, at the front, a small
figure crouched in anxious expectation .
(This is me in case you didn't realize.) He
has traveled great distances to be here. He
is cold. weary and appears troubled
beyond his years - yet hope flickers in his
soul. He has an appointment with destiny.
As the lights dim and the band strikes
up, our little hero {me again) gazes toward
the stage in an attempt to make out the figures in the darkness. When the lights come
on, he gasps in awe as his eyes behold the
ethereal glory that is Fleetwood Mac.
Tears flow from his big brown eyes as
he watches the magical Miss Stevie Nicks
twirl on stage. banging her tambourine,
lights flickering about her noble, golden
head. In that moment he knows he is in the
presence of greatness. And he is grateful
some kind Samaritan donated a dollar to
help him reach this magic moment.
You can help make this dream come
true. By sending me $1, you too could be a
part of this noble endeavor.
Even if you do not want to send money,
at least send a note in an envelope. I don't
even mind if your note tells me I'm a selfish prick who doesn't deserve to see Fleetwood Mac live in concert. I just want to
see how people respond to this column. So
kindly send all correspondence to:
Severo Avila Fleetwood Mac Fund
Murray State News
Wilson Hall
Murray State University

In My
Opinion

Severo
Avila

" Even if you
don't want to
send a dollar,
at least send a
note in an
envelope. I
don't even
mind if your
note tells me
I'm a selfish
prick who
doesn't
deserve to see
Fleetwood
Mac."

Severo Avila is opinion editor for "The
Murray State News. "
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Students must take
proactive approach
in fighting cancer
Have you ever seen someone in true pain every
waking moment of what remains of his or her
life? I have, and I am sure many of you have as
well.
This person for me was my aunt, who died of
cancer the Wednesday before Thanksgiving after
being diagnosed with the disease just four weeks
earlier. She was only 47 and would never see her
son graduate high school. much less get married
and have children.
It still hurts me very much to think about this,
and I can't imagine how my uncle. cousin, grandmother and father feel after losing their only wife.
mother. daughter and sister.
The saddest part of this story, however. is that
there are a million stories just like this and worse
yet, a million more to come. Because, you see.
there is no cure for cancer, but there is hope.
That is why I was excited to hear about a group
of students on campus organizing a graduation
party May 3 at the Murray Fairgrounds in which
ALL proceeds will go to help the fight against
cancer.
I have been assured that ALL proceeds will go
to benefit Relay for Life - an organization my
family and I support wholeheartedly- financially
and otherwise.
This proactive approach is what us young people must bring to the table in order to make the
world a better place and to help rid America of
our No. I killer- cancer.
So in the spirit and in honor of ~111 those whom
we have lost, I ask that you attend this event. have
a good time and. most important of all, fight cancer.
You never know when you or someone you
love may be faced with this deadly illness.
Because remember; There is NO cure for cancer
- not yet anyway.

In My
Opinion

Ian Dominic
Gaz

" This proactive approach
is what us
young people
must bring to
the table in
order to make
the world a
better place
and to help
rid America
of our No. 1
killer ..:.
cancer."

!aft Dominic Gaz is a senior horticulture major
from Freeburg, Ill.

Government should boost country's morale with clips from classic films
On

the
John

OK. so I lied a while back. I said after
uncovering the horrible truth behind the WalMart smiley face that I would no longer write
about the current war. Well, an idea I've had
since then has been looming in the dark
recesses of my mind. hiding behind mountains of self-deprecating humor and a horde of
possible column topics concerning the 1980s.
This is an idea I have shared with a few people in the past weeks and one J thought I
would share with those of you who read this
column, or at least act like you are reading it
when all you are really doing is skimming it
for references to Totino's Party Pizzas.
Since the beginning of the conflict, there
have been a couple of anempts to eliminate
Hussein •and " decapitate the regime." We saw
these attempts begin with the first bombings
on opening night, which were contradictory to
the "shock and awe" we were expecting. And
most recently, the bombing of a cafe, thought
to be occupied by Saddam and his sons, was
an example of the United States' determination to get rid of the man with one fell swoop.
However, just as with the initial bombings.
after which hopes were high that he had been
killed. Saddam may very well have escaped
the blast.
Now, the military outcome of this war is not
in doubt by anyone; the United States will
win. But let us pretend, just for a moment. that

lraq's minister of information knows something we don't and that the U.S. forces will be
sent home with their tails between their legs.
How exactly could we cope with the news
that the United States was withdrawing from
Iraq because of military defeat'! How could
the· U.S. government prevent the severe
demoralization and despair that would befall
the American people?
The answer is quite simple. Rather than
have news stations lihow footage of our troops
and planes lleeing before the might of the
Iraqi military and its Toyota pickup trucks,
the government should give stations such as
Fox News. CNN and MSNBC video footage
that will help boost the spirit of the American
public. The best footage for this comes from
the hit 1991 movie "Hot Shots!" starring
Charlie Sheen and Lloyd Bridges. The final
battle scene depicts a comedic, yet gripping,
raid by American jet tighters against Suddam's forces. a raid that involves the dropping
of a massive bomb on Saddam as he lounges
poolside in a chair. Everyone watching gets a
huge laugh knowing one man's reign of terror
has come to an end. (Well. at least until the
sequel a few years later.)
Anyway, I don't think it would be too hard
to pu11 the wool over the eyes of viewers with
this footage . I mean. c'mon, we're the same
people who were fooled by that whole moon-

landing thing, which was actually filmed in a
movie studio. (Insert sarcasm where applicable.) The government might want to touch up
the film a little, seeing as it is 12 years old perhaps digitize in a chemical weapon or two
in the background just so it could get those
people who said the U.N. ins~ctions were
successful off their asses. I am sure they could
enlist the help of George Lucas to accomplish
these enhancements, although if this is done,
Saddam may be replaced entirely by a digital
entity that constantly spits out phrases such as
"Meesa gonna use chemical weapons on
you sa."
The only other alternative to showing the
clip from "Hot Shots!" involves a man by the
name of Jerry Haleva. Who. you ask?
Haleva is the man responsible for the disturbingly realistic ponrayal of Saddam in
"Hot Shots!" and its sequel , "Hot Shots! Part
Deux." But these two movies were not the end
to Haleva's reign as the big-screen Saddam;
he went on to portray him in four other films,
including "The Big Lebowski" and "Mafia!"
It would not be so bad if Haleva had decided to retire the role after just two movies;
however, the fact that he has decided to
reprise his portrayal of Saddam in a total of
six movies lead; this columnist to believe
Haleva·s true loyalties may not lie with the
United States. He could very well be one of

Saddam's body doubles, sent to this country
to distract us from the real threat. Or. even
worse, perhaps he is the real thing. Perhaps
we are scouring the streets of Baghdad in vain
while the enemy is actually in our own back
yard.
To be on the safe side. I say we send a group
of commandos into Haleva's horne, seize him
and put him on trial as the real Saddam.
regardless of whom he claims to be. Even if
he isn't the real thing, minor technicalities
such as mistaken identity can be overlooked.
Or we could just save ourselves the time of
finding Haleva and nuke the state of California. We're bound to get rid of hirn then. and
maybe we could get rid of some other unwanted individuals while we are at it. {Anna
Nicole Smith, Vin Diesel, hippie<> ... )
So that is how I propose we save face in the
event of our defeat in war. However. 1 would
say that the possibility of this happening is
about as good as someone thinking I am the
coolest guy in the world because I still watch
cartoon!! and wet my bed at night. Oh crap, I
think I just used my outside voice there.
Oh well, Haleva. if that is your real name watch your back. We know you got those
weapons out there somewhere.

Jolm Gibson is a columnist for "The Murray
Srau News. "
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Flammable solvent causes explosion
in Winchester waste-treatment plant

Officer faces charges
of selling celebrity files

LOUISVILLE (AP} - Flammable solvent
released from a biotechnology company
caused an explosion at a waste-treatment
plant in Winchester, a report from the state
fire marshal's office said.
The explosion was the result of a discharge
of the solvent n-hexane from the Martek Biosciences Corp. production facility into the
waste stream, according to the report written
by Jim Helm, the eastern field supervisor for
the fire marshal's office.
The company received the report Monday
and still is reviewing it, said Tom Feeley, the
director of finance for Martek, which is
based in Columbia, Md.
The explosion, which injured no one, sent
raw sewage into Strode's Creek.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - A
Los Angeles police officer
used department computers
to access confidential law·
enforcement
records
of
celebrities and sold the infor-.
mation to tabloids, according
to a lawsuit recently settled
by the city.
Officer Kelly Chrisman, a
13-year veteran, acknowledged looking up the information, but said he did so at
· the direction of his superiors,
according to internal Los
Angeles Police Department
records. Attorney Christopher Darden said his client
never sold the information to
anyone.
The lawsuit prompted the
department to launch its own
investigation, which the "Los
Angeles Times" reported
Tuesday turned up "hundreds of hits" on the names of
famous people, including Jennifer Aniston, Mickey Rourke,
Pamela Anderson and Nicole
Brown Simpson.

Dabney says money transfer used
to pay nursing-home expenses
PADUCAH (AP)- Dan Dabney, the former administrator of a bankrupt Clinton
nursing home at the center of a sex scandal
involving Gov. Paul Patton, said more than
$30,000 in nursing-home funds was transferred into Dabney's personal account last
year to use for nursing-home bills.
Dabney said he would be happy to meet
with bankruptcy trustee Harry Mathison
and explain the transfer. Dabney said he's
done nothing improper.
Dabney said he has records to show that
he used the funds to pay nursing home bills.
He also claims that he kept the nursing home
afloat by lending it money, using personal
funds to pay bills and not being paid his consulting fees.

Federal officials make no arrests
in Louisville's Iraqi community
LOUISVILLE (AP) - lnterviews by federal
officials within Louisville's Iraqi community are
wrapping up and have yielded no arrests, the
FBI said.
Agents with the FBI, who announced the initiative late last month to coincide with the
beginning of the war in Iraq, are close to finishing the interviews- if they're not already done,
Special Agent David Beyer said Tuesday. The
FBI said the interviews were meant to "obtain
information that could be of use to the United
States" and to investigate possible civil·ri&l1ts
violations, according to a statement from the

FBI.

Bill to soften penalty
for pot possession falls
COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP)
Voters in this college town
rejected a proposition to soften penalties for marijuana
possession and allow pot by
prescription.
With all votes counted,
Boone County Clerk Wendy
Noren said nearly 58 percent
opposed Proposition 1 in
Tuesday's election. Vote
counting had been slowed by
a problem requiring inspection by hand of ballots in an
unrelated county race, she
said.
Proposition 1, placed on the
ballot by petition, would have
made C9lumbia the only
place in "Missouri where medical marijuana was declared
legal for the seriously ill.
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•world
Retarded man beaten
in 'crime-ridden' area

Falun Gong claims
abuse, files lawsuit

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP)
Relatives of a 39-year-old
retarded man who was beaten
to death by teenagers said
they had complained to social
workers about his placement
in a crime-ridden neighborhood.
Ricky Whistnant died Saturday in the lobby of his
building after three teens pelted him with bottles of soda he
had just bought, authorities
who viewed a security video
of the attack said. The boys
continued kicking and pouring soda on him even after he
fell and hit his head on a radiator, police said.
State mental health officials
have asked Northampton,
Mass.-based
Community
Enterprises, the state-contracted social services agency
that placed Whistnant in the
building, to review the decision.

HONG KONG (AP)
Four Falun Gong followers from Taiwan who were
barred entry into Hong
Kong earlier this year have
sued the Immigration
Department for discrimination, the group said
Wednesday.
In the lawsuit filed here
on Monday, the four Falun
Gong adherents claim
they were the victims of
discrimination based on
their beliefs and treated
violently.
They
are
seeking
unspecified punitive damages.
The four tried to enter
Hong Kong in late February for a Falun Gong conference but were sent back
to Taiwan. Their lawsuit
says that immigration officials violated Hong Kong
law and international
human rights standards in
turning them away.

AI-Qalda camp attendant
accepts plea ag1 eement
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP)- The
fourth of six American men of
Yemeni descent accused of
attending an aJ-Qaida camp
reached a deaJ with the government in exchange for a
lesser sentence:
Sahim Alwan, 30, who met
privately with Osama bin
Laden in Afghanistan, pleaded guilty Tuesday to support·
ing a foreign terrorist organization. Like the others, he
agreed to cooperate in the
government's continuing terrorism investigation.
The government said it
would seek a nine-year term
when Alwan is sentenced in
July. All six defendants faced
15 years in prison.
The two other de~
Mukhtar al-Bakri and :Yasein
Taher, remain in plea negotiations, attorneys said.

Explosion injures 29
in Palestinian school
JENJN, West Bank (AP)
An explosion in a West
Bank high school injured
at least 29 students
Wednesday, Palestinian
police said. At least four
of the students were seriously wounded.
One of the students at
the school in }aba, a village outside the West
Bank city of jenin, was
playing with the explosive
device before it exploded,
p~ke s~d. The student
found it outside the school
and brought it to the classroom,
said
Haider
Ershade, Jenin's mayor.
The lsraeij army said
there WeJe no forces in the
area at the time but troops
have often patrolled the

village searching for militants.
Palestinian
police
checked the shrapnel
found at the scene and said
the device was Israelimade, Ershade said. He
said Hebrew letters were
found on it.

Russian Col. Budanov
begins hunger strike
ROSTOV -ON . DON I
Russia (AP) - A Russian
colonel who has admitted
he killed an 18-year-old
Chechen woman said he
began a hunger strike
Wednesday to protest the
way the case against himnow in its third year- has
dragged through the
Russian legal system.
Col. Yuri
Budanov
announced his protest as
the North Caucasus Military Court convened in
the south to start his retrial, his lawyer Alexei
Dulimov said. Wednesday's session focused
solely on procedural
issues and was held
behind closed doors.
Budanov was the first
Russian military officer to
face trial for abuses in
Chechnya. His case has
attracted wide publicity
and is seen as a measure
of the military's commitment to punish abuses.

U.S. official says Iraq
will serve as lesson
ROME (AP) - A top
State Department official
said Wednesday that the
U.S.-Jed war on Iraq
should be a lesson for
other regimes pursuing
weapons of mass destruction, but insisted that the
Unit~ States is seeking
the peaceful elimination
of those weapons programs.

John R. Bolton, undersecretary of state for arms
control and international
security,
spoke
to
reporters after meetings
with Vatican officials on
proposals for humanitarian assistance and postwar
reconstruction in Iraq.
He was asked about
speculation that Syria and
Iran could be America's
next targets after the war
in Iraq.
Said Bolton: "We are
hopeful that a number of
regimes will draw the
appropJiate lesson from
Iraq that the pursuit of
weapons of mass destruction is not in their national interest."

SARS may affect
peace conference
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka
(AP) - Norwegian mediators are considering shifting the venue for Sri
Lankan peace tillks from
Thailand because of concerns about the deadly
flu-like illness sweeping
through Asia, a senior
diplomat said Wednesday.
The seventh round of
talks on ending the 19year war between the Sri
Lankan government and
Tamil Tiger rebels is
scheduled to start April 29
in Thailand.
A final decision on
whether to change the
venue will be made after
the Norwegian mediators
receive a report from the
World Health Organization on the spread of
severe acute-respiratory
syndrome, or SARS, said a
diplomat associated with
the talks who spoke on
cOPdition of anonymity.

World Briefly is compiled by
Adam L Mathis, wire editor.

GET INVOLVED IN THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
POSITIONS AVAILABLE ON CAB
- INNOVATIVE ACTS
-CONCERTS
MULTICULTURAL AWARENESS
- PRODUCTION/SOUND & LIGHTS
- MISS MSU PAGEANT

-LECTURES
- MEMBERSHIP
- PUBLICITY (3 POSITIONS)
-COMMUTER/NON-TRADITIONAL
- RESIDENTIAL. COLLEGE ACTIVITIES

POSITIONS AVAILABLE ON JUDICIAL BOARD
- 10 POSITIONS

J

udicial
board

POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR SENATE CHAIR STANDING COMMITTEES
- ELECTION/WAYS & MEANS
PUBLICATIONS & PUBLIC RELATIONS
- UNIVERSITY AFFAIRS
-JUDICIAL BOARD CHAIR
- STUDENT SERVICES EVALUATION

JUDICIAL BOARD, CAB AND SENATE CHAIR POSITIONS ARE INTERVIEWS BEFORE A SELECTION
COMMITTEE.
APPLICATIONS FOR CAB DUE BY NOON ON TUESDAY, APRIL 22ND. JUDICIAL BOARD AND SENATE
CHAIR APPLICATIONS DUE BY MONDAY, APRIL 28 AT NOON.
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE SGA OFFICE, CURRIS CENTER, ROOM 111.
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Students seek vice presidency
by Melissa Kilcoyne
staff writer
Nick Garvin, junior from Murray.
and Nick Rexing, sophomore from
Evansville, Ind., are both hopeful
that prior Student Government Association experience will help them in
their quest for the vice presidency.
The elected candidate will serve as
president of the Campus Activities
Board and as SGA liaison between
the two organizations.
Garvin said CAB is a great organization that encourages more people
to get involved on campus.
"CAB is a really fun organization,
and it helps just make a fun atmosphere for the University." he said. "It
brings a lot of different things in, a
lot of different, diverse things that
students may not be able to see. I
want to do it because I'm in CAB
right now, and I've seen what is
going on, and I just want to continue
doing things and improving in certain
ways."
Garvin said his qualifications for
the position include experience as
production, sound and lights chair for
CAB and SGA executive assistant.
"We have an excellent reputation
with concert promoters and everything, and that's what allows us

sometime1> to get bigger names in
here," Garvin said. "We've got to
continue that reputation, but mainly 1
want to do things that students want
to do and get people out to more
events by using the stuJents."
Garvin said he has taken part in
CAB meetings and knows how they
work. He said he learned many
things revolve around having connections.
"(SGA) was an excellent organization this year, and one thing I want to
do is just continue that way," he said.
"A lot of times. people come in. and
they drastically change something
from year to year, I'd like to see it
continue."
Voting for SGA oflicers is impor•
tant for students, Garvin said.
because the senate is important to
campus. He said senators take the
students' voice to the University and
helped by rallying in Frankfort
against budget cuts.
"I just want to hear and let people
know who I am," he said. "One thing
I'm promoting, more than I'm promoting myself, is getting involved
with CAB. I'd love to see tons of
people come in."
Rexing said his past experience
with SGA and with concerts give him
well-rounded qunlifications for the

position.
''I've been on SGA as a senator at
large. and I just want to continue
helping the students, and concerts are
something that I've been involved in
before, and as (a residential adviser)
I program right now," he said. "I was
a (disc jockey), and l worked with
sound production in Evansville for
six years."
Rexing said he hopes to make a
few changes in the way concerts are
advertised and continue sbowca<>ing
local bands.
''I'd like to publicile farther out on
events and maybe bring in more
income,'' he said. "A lot of people
hav~ said they would like larger concerts; well. to do that we're going to
have to have better income, so I think
if we publicize farther away people
are going to come."
Encouraging various organizations
to get involved with CAB. Rexing
said, would help smaller organizations host larger events and allow
CAB to host top-of-t~e-line programs. Rexing said he will determine
changes to be made in SGA and CAB
after he sees firsthand what they
need.
"You can't really say. 'I want to go
into this organization and make all
these big changes."' Rexing said.

City officials up
safety measures
by Vanessa Childers
staff writer

NICK GARVIN

NICK REXING

"It's one of those things where you
get in the organization and you kind
of feel out at the time and get ideas.
... You just have to be there to know
what you want to change."
Rexing said his leadership and
technical experience make him the
best candidate and that he has learned
much about the importance of maintaining contacts.
"When it comes to programming,
I've worked with clients, and I know
how to work with them - what they
need and how to run events," he said.
"I think all of that combined together
is what would make me better for the
position."

Since the club fire in Rhode
Island that killed nearly l 00
people, the city of Murray has
made a greater effort to
ensure the safety of clubs,
bars and other establishments.
"(The fire department) has
annual fire-safety inspections
for all of the public-gathering
facilities," said fire inspector
Dicky Walls. "We have been
doing extra checks on the
facilities that serve alcohol."
City Administrator Don
Elias said because of events
such as the Rhode Island fire •
more people are concerned
with the safety of certai n
establishments.
..Our main concem is for
the safety of the patrons,"
Elias said. "Establishments in
Murray received memos
about the fire and safety
codes and have been very
cooperative about the inspections."
Walls said the inspections
have so far turned up no
major hazards.

"We haven't really had any
major problems with the
facilities we have checked,"
Wall!; said. ·:we make sure to
check for overcrowding.
There have been a couple
incidents, but they were taken
care of at the time of the
inspection."
Wall also said the fire
department checks to make
sure emergency exits ore clear
and accessible .
Elias said the major concern for, overcrowding is late
at night from 10 p.m. to midnight.
''We have asked the police
to increase their patrolling at
certain establishments during
late hours and to watch for
underage drinkers," Elias
said. "Underage drinking is
illegal, and offenders caught
will be punished."
He also said the city will
continue inspections.
Said Elias: "Murray has
had two years with alcohol,
and we are extremely pleased
that establishments have been
successful. comfortable and
safe.''

·wee Care Too
Now Taking Enrollment!
Check out our New, EHciting
Life Skills Curriculum
State Rssistance Rvailable

,l oll • Ira•••• • A11eclafed
fireaf Plane• • Ace • •odaon
lone • filoltal
Maanu• • 8.1. • (an • lr•k•
Planes • llof (an • lralns efc.

••••Y

762-8202 - Call Today
NEW OWNERS: Tung ~ Gerald Dinh
"We love to see your child smile."

2 locations to serue you:
I

109 s. 15th St'. IJ 701 s. 4th St.
753-5227
762-0202

M••· -laf.
11 ..... • ., p.m.

•••·

t P·•· - 6
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• Call for summer

ALCAN PRIMARY METALS GROUP
College Student Co-Op Employment Opportunities
Summer and Fall 2003
Environmental, Health, and Safety

We Need Your Help!
The MSU Shield is hiring for
2003-2004 positions:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _...J

Editor in Chief
Business .M anager
Lead Designer
Photography Editor
Copy Editor
Album/Res. Life Editor
Greek/ Campus Life Editor
Aca<1:emic/ Org. Editor
Assistant Designers
Photographers
Editor Interviews: April 14th-18th
Staff Interviews: April21-25
Stop by or call for an appointment:

, • • , ••••••, •f
...,.,
............,.It,

The Shield Yearbook
Room 228 C Wilson Hall
Murray State University
270.762.4495

Alcan Primary Metals Group, a primary metals manufacturing
facility located. in H~nderson, Kentucky, has both Summer and
Fall co-op student employment opportunities available for students with degree majors in Environmental Science (or related
discipline) and in Occupational Health and Safety.
Consideration will be given to individuals with full-time student
status who are available for either a Summer or Fall co-op work
seSSIOn.

2
0
0

Business-related screening criteria will include level of college
education completed (i.e. senior, junior, sophomore, freshman);
previous work experience; and special skills/abilities/training
that the student has obtained that would be beneficial to Alcan.
A competetive pay rate is paid for these positions.
Interested students should fax their resume to the Personnel
Services Department at 270-521-7320, by no later than Friday,
April 11, 2003.

A
ALCAN PRIMARY METALS GROUP
PERSONNEL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Qualified Applicants Only/No Phone Calls
Alcan is an Equal Opportunity Employer
and actively seeks workplace diversity
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Internet file-sharing leads to lawsuit
by Lauren Friskel
staff writer
Students pirating music via the Internet
may have to answer to authorities outside
Murray State.
The Recording Industry Association of
America, the U.S. recording industry's
trade group, recently filed a lawsuit
against Daniel Peng, a student at Princeton
University, for downloading music on his
college's network.
"This court case was so clear, that he
took part of the · university network and
was serving up songs," said Janice
Thomasson, chief information officer for

Murray State.
"The lawsuit said that he owes $150,000
for each song he downloaded," Thomasc;on said. "That student is going to owe at
least $28 million."
Thomasson said Peng's actions are considered stealing.
"lf I shoplift a CD at Wal-Mart, I know
what I am doing," Thomasson said. "He
took !iomething that was not his."
The lawsuit contained a large list of
every song Peng had downloaded.
A student at Michigan Technological
University and two students from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute also were named
in separate lawsuits.

"Artists such as Madonna, Eminem and
Nelly pay RIAA to make sure no one
steals their records." Thomasson said.
"RIAA is the watchdog ...
Thomasson said music piracy steab
from more than just individual artists, :til
the way down to the driver:-; who deliver
albums to stores.
Not everyone believes students should
be held responsible, however.
·
"They (the RIAA) should go after the
companies that make the music available
to students with lawsuits instead of the
students," said Heidi Holmes, senior from
Fairfield. Ill. "If not for them. the students
would not have even had the opportunity

to do it."
Murray State has warned students via email of the consequences of file-sharing.
"If a student gets caught doing this. we
will remove their Internet access until they
take all of their illegal files off of their
hard drive.'' lbomasson said. "Some students stoppt:d after the mass e-mail (sent
in f-ebruary), but some haven't. We see
what appears to be a lot of ilJegal file-sharing."
Thomasson said she has suspended at .
least 20 students' Internet access.
"Apparently students feel as tf they can·
not get caught.'' Thomasson said. "Why
else would they keep doing this'?"

Thomasson also said it is not Murray
State that is after c;tudents for file-sharing.
"I do not go out and look at what students are doing," Thomasson sui d. "RIA A
tinds them and comes to me through emuils. It is not Murray State looking for
students. We have better things to do."
Every time a Murray State student
downloads a song, Thomasson receives an
e-mail from RIAA.
Thomasson also said the RIAA 's actions
do not violate privacy rights.
"They (the RIAA) are not just picking
on college sludents," Thomasson said.
"The next thing they will go after is Fortune 500 companie:. ...

UK

Do The Right Thing ...

UNIVERSITY
OF KENTUCKY

If Your Summer
Destination is
.Kentucky

*Vote* ·

~.,,...,....._,

- Activities -

For SGA Vice President
Tuesday, April 15, 2003
www.campus.murraystate.edu/vote

6 years Sound and Light Production
RA for Regents College
MSU SGA Senator-at-Large
MSU Academic Council
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity - Secretary
MSU Summer Orientation Leader
Regents RCC Vice President

Paid for by candidate

.

Attend Summer
Sessions
May 13- June 10
and/or
June 12 - August 7
Call Kat at
(800) 432-0963 to
(859) 257-3382
for class schedules.
Equal Opportullity Unrveralty

"Home of the Special Bean RoD"

unique Mexican Food · Deli sandwiches
cajun Specials • Salads · soups · BBQ

spedal Price Lunch Menu
~ Open Mon. - Sat. !I
~ 11 a.m.- 12 a.m. /?

RNs •·Respiratory Therapists • Radiologic Technologists
Ultrasonographers • Pharmacy Professionals
OR Technologists • Clinical Lab Scientists • Cytotechnologists
Medical lab Technicians • Medical Technologists
loolclng for a dlallenging career where you can put your skills to the
test and really make a difference In patients' lives? You've found It at
Norton Healthcare, the largest health care system In Kentucky.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Competitive salary and benefits
403(b) retirement plan
Computer Purchase Program
Flexible scheduling
Mentorlng and growth opportunities
Employer Assisted Housing Program
VIbrant Midwestern lifestyle

Contact Beverly lee today and get on to a great career with
Norton Healthcarel

~

(502) 629-5550
(BOO) 833-7975
Email: sprlng2003grads0nortonheattheare.org

-

Apr. 17 - Murr-Vegas Allstars
Apr. 24 - Dean Hall

NORTON

' Fax: (502) 629-3695

HEALTH CARE

.nortonhealthcare.com

Must be 21 to stay tor the band!

1Oth & Arcadia· 759-8866

Equal OpponuOIIy Employer MfFION

Take a One Hour Vacation from
YOUr bUSY

day!

Thurs: Murr-Vegas Allstars
Relay for Life Benefit
Drawing for Killian's neon raffle

Treet yourself or a loved one to a breek from the everydey stress. We offer
one hour end 30 minute massage sessions. We olso offer Herbal Body
Wrops and Gift Certificates are always evailable. Please call SheiUI, Lese,
Carla or Holly for your appointment.

• Massage Therapy
• Facials
· •Body Treatments
• Sugaring
• Manicures & Pedicures

767-0045

"'W/iere 'Everyone 'Deserves a
One Jfour Vacation.»
Past Lowe's on 121 North at Country S uare • Murra

-

Gift Certificates Available!

4/19
Big Apple will donate 1 0°/o of all
food sales for the night on Apr. 19th.

circle one)

entrants
'Aoffice usc only:
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this week
•friday
•Deadline - Golf rosters due, 4 p.m., Campus Recreation office.
•Concert - Concert
Choir, 8 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium.
Free
admission.

•saturday
•Senior Recital
Heather Spicer, 3
p.m .. Performing Arts
Hall. Free admission.
•Fiesta Murray
Dinner and performances, 6
p.m.,
Regional
Special
Events Center.
•Senior R~ital
Kathy Dobbins, 6:30
p.m .• Performing Arts
Hall. Free admission.
•Conference
"Design Oasis," 11
a.m. to S p.m., Fine
Arts Building. Registration is $1 S for
American Institute of
Graphic Arts members, $20 for nonmembers.
•Student R~ital
Bethany Clyatt and
Angela Madden, 8
p.m., Performing Arts
Hall. Free admission.

•sunday
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, Elizabeth College back lobby, 9:15
a.m. Rides to the
church of your choice
afterward.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

college life editor: Kyser Lough
assistant college life editor: Michael Driver
phone: 762-4480
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Reed wins Miss MSU pageant
by Kristen Watson

"She is very involved in
(the Student Government
Association) and with
(Campus Activities Board).
and those are things that
are very important to me,"
Reed said. "She seems like
she has had much fun with
this project and spending
time with all of the contestants and others who are
helping with this event."
Clark said contributing
performances by Ashley
Tidwell, freshman from
Mayfield; Annie Cruse,
sophomore from Marion,
Ill.; Andrea Reynolds,
senior · from MadisonvilJe;
and Man Houser. senior
from Paducah, were especially good.
"The emcees did an
excellent job," Clark said.
"They were entertaining
and well-prepared, but
there were not many pauses
for them to fill because the
pageant flowed so well."
Reed said a few disasters
occurred 'during the April4
dress rehearsal, but they
did not stop the hour-anda-half event from running
smoothly.
"First, the front curtain
and rod fell on the stage of
Lovett Auditorium," Reed
said. '1'hen the light fixtures in the dressing room
fell . My dress was hanging
on another light fixture that
was not on. When the other
fixture
fell,
someone
turned on the light where
my dress was hanging.
burning a hole in my dress.
Thankfully, it just burned

• staff writer
When Jessica Reed,
junior from Gilbertsville.
was named Miss Murray
State University on Saturday in Lovett Auditorium,
she thought the judges had
made a mistake.
"I did not hear my name
called at first and felt really
embarrassed because I was
sti II on stage and did not
think I was supposed to
be.'' Reed said. "My cousin
was backstage with me. I
looked at her, and she was
giving me two thumbs up.
Once I realized that [ had
really won. I was absolutely thrilled and could not
stop laughing."
Reed, a first-time
pageant competitor, was
nominated
by
Alpha
Gamma Delta social sorority and competed against
14 other contestants.
"My most memorable
experience was making
new friends and being able
to spend time with old
ones," Reed said. "Additionally, I have to admit,
winning is something J will
never forget."
During the interview
portion of the pageant, the
judges asked Reed, "If you
could trade places with
anyone in the pageant, who
would it be and why?"
Reed said she would
trade places with Christina
Clark, junior from Owensboro and pageant coordinator.

through the lining, and you
could not see it from the
front ."
Jeanie Morgan, SGA
adviser and resource contact for the pageant, said
the show turned out fabulously despite the prepageant mishaps.
"Nobody had any idea
what had occurred the
night before," Morgan
said. .-.The staff did an
excellent job. I cannot say
enough about Christina
Clark and all the people
who helped her. It was just
great:'
Runners-up included
first runner-up Amanda
Carter. sophomore from
Murray: second runner-up
Karen Stolt, senior from
Franklin: third runner-up
Ashley Smith, senior from
McDaniels; and fourth runner-up Jennifer Payne,
junior from Clinton.
"I think any of the young
ladies would have done
(wonderfully).'' Morgan
said. "We are fortunate to
have so many wonderful
students 'at Murray State. It
was hard to pick just one,
but there were judges, and
Jessica was selected. I
know she will do a great
job representing Murray
State, as the others have in
past pageants.•·
Morgan said Reed would
be a representative for
Murray State receptions
and functions. a judge for
certain festivals and a participant in the Homecoming parade.

Jessica Reed, junior from Glbertsville. was named Miss Murray State University on
Saturday in Lovett Auditorium. The pageant featured 15 Murray State students.

•monday
•RCA - Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m.• Currls Center Barkley
Room. All are welcome.
-Guest Recital
Gary Cobb, 8 p.m.,
Farrell Recital Hall.
Free admission.

PROFESSOR HOBO

•tuesday

JABEZ, 00 YOU THINK 800
MINDS IF I EAT THIS CANOY BARP

•Career Fair
Spring teacher fair, 9
a.m. to 1 p.m., Curris
Center ballroom.
•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting. 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.
•Concert - Brass
chamber, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

•wednesday
•SGA - Student Government Association
srudent senate meeting, 5 p.m., Curris
Center
Barkley
Room.
•Concert - Woo<twind chamber, 8
p.m.,
Performing
Arts
Hall.
Free
admission.

•thursday
•Concert - Wind
ensemble, 8 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium.
Free admission.

"The News" wei·
comes submissions
from students, faculty
and staff for the calendar.
Please send event
infonnation including
time, date and place
to
thenews@
murraystate.edu or
phone 762-4468.

ACROSS
I

5
II
14

IS
16
17
19
20
21
23
25
26
30
32
36
37
38
39
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
50
52

Sushi choice
One of the
Finger Lakes
Interdiction
Mimic
Sports venues
$promise
Car feature
Big bang
letters?
Involve
Lets go
100 yrs.
Anention
getter
Expire
Take steps
Moved
furtively
''Dies _ ..
Blond shade
Defeated
Car feature
Informed
against
Dine
Mirth
Move in a
sudden sweep
Circle section
Oracles
River to the
Caspian
COLAs' reason
Animated
Disney classic

56

61
62
64
65

66
67
68
69

.

Bloke Down
Under
Abandon the
truth
Car feature
Period
Channelswimmer
Gertrude
Art school subj.
Psychic's letters
Purify sea water
Ring rulings.
briefly

DOWN
I
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
II
12
13
18

Adhesive strip
Informed about
Ex-Speaker
Gingrich
Vicinity
Knitting ~;titch
LAX info
Peter O'Toole
movie, "My
Favorite "
Like a broken
promise
Highlanders
Estimated
Fractions of a
byte
Top-drawer
Out of one' s
gourd
Jambalaya
ingredient

22
24
26

27
28
29
31
33
34
35
37
38

On the loose
"Bed Riddance"
author
Glasgow
elevators
Cupid's missile
Italian director.
Pier _ Pasolini
Emit
Shout of
encouragement
Of service
At no time
Patella sites
Arista
Three-letter
sandwich

40
41

46
47
49
51

52
53
54

55
57
58

59
60
63

Number one
Apiece
Skirt styles
Strike
heavily
Stage whisper
West Point
s tudent
Take u powuer
Preten:;ions
Tidal s ituation
Gillette blade
Louver
Submerged
Golfer Aoki
Guessed figs .
Pipe bend

Last week's solution

The Weekly Crossword

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
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this \veel<
1. Linkin Park- "Meteora"
2. Celioe Dion - "One Heart"
3. Various Artists - "Now 12"
4. SO Cent- "Get Rich or Die
Tryin'"
S. Norah Jones - "Come
Away With Me"

'Idol' comes to Murray State
by Kristen Watson
:;taff writer
Although Paula Abdul and the
infamous Simon Cowell failed to
make an appearance, Murray
State hosted a ~>pirited rendition of

the television show "American
Idol," dubbed "Murray Idol," at 7
p.m. Wednesday in Winslow Dining Hall.
Many fans attended the Student
Government Association-hosted
event for the free entertainment

Source: Associated Press

•movies
l. Phone Booth
Starring Colin Farrell
2. What a Gir l Wants
Starring Amanda Bynes

3. A Man Apart
Starring Yin Diesel

4. Head of State
Starring Chris Rock
S. Bringing Down the House
Starring Steve Martin
Source: Associated Press

1. Nora Roberts - "Three
Fates"
2. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
3. Johanna Lindsey- "The
Pursuit"

4. Mary Pope Osborne
"High Tide in Hawaii"

S. Nicola Kraus and Emma
Mclaughlin - "The Nanny
Diaries"
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www.msuracers.com
Murray State University's unoffi-

cial forum has become a hotbed
for the upcoming SGA elections.
Check out the special "Election
2003'' forum to read up on all the
candidates, as well as ask them
questions.
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MarTeze Hammonds, junior from Murray, and Eryn Murray,
sophomore from Lexington, perform at "Murray Idol."

and applauded the performers'
talent.
"I think it went really well,"
Faith Terry, junior from Cape
Girardeau, Mo., and SGA multicultural awareness chair, said.
"Especially since I had no equipment at first and we started late."
Terry recruited potential talent
by advertising and setting up
informational booths at the Curris
Center. Five competitors participated, including a brother-andsister duet.
"We have competed together
before," Jotin Underwood, senior
from Louisville, said. "We are
from 'The Lou' and enjoy performing together. It is about the
audience and having fun. It is not
so much about winning."
Underwood and his sister Mary
Underwood, freshman
from
Louisville, sang a rap song by
Vanilla Ice. He said they were
huge fans of the artist.
"I just want to play and sing,"
Stephen Hunt. sophomore from
Paducah, said.
Hunt, who said be has been
singing for 11 years, chose

"Name" by the Goo Goo Dolls for ly consider auditioning for
his piece.
•American Idol,"' Melissa Tipton,
"(The talent show) was a lot of senior from Henderson, said. " I
fun," Daniel Crawley, freshman admire all the competitors for
from Paducah, said. "I am looking having the bravery and guts to
to get married, and I wanted to perform in front of strangers.
make money for it."
They all have something special
Crawley said he has played the that should not be wasted.''
guitar for nine years and per·
Tipton said she also is a fan of
formed one of his own songs at the popular TV show and believes
the event.
any musician should follow his or
"I call it 'Emotional Rock, •·• her dreams.
Crawley said. ''I was pumped!"
"This was a last-minute thing
Crawley won · second place and for me." Sam Amen, senior from
received $25.
Murray and first-place winner of
Brooke Gee, resident of Mur- the talent show, said. "I learned to
ray, said she attended "Murray play the guitar in Jamaica and
Idol" for a· number of reasops, have played fpr two years."
most importantly because she is a
Garbed in country-music attire,
regular "American ldol" viewer.
Arnett played the guitar and sang
"I was unbelievably impressed a song titled "She's More of a
by all the talent tonight," Gee Redneck Than Me.'' After graduasaid. "1 have always loved music tion this May. Arnett said he plans
of all kinds, and it was astonish- to pursue his talents in the
ing how much talent Murray State Nashville music scene.
has."
"You can think your music is
Gee said she is currently gather- good, but you never really know
ing music for a friend's wedding what other people think about
in May and finds it beneficial to your music until you piny for
attend musical events.
them,'' Arnett said . "So this is n
"These students should serious- good feeling."

Everclear sounds fresh with old style
by Michael Driver

for bringing everyday situations to life
makes Everclear worthwhile.
Most singers rant about relationships
Everclear took three years to make and the decline of society; Alexakis tells
another album after its two-part ''Songs stories. The first single from the album,
From an American Movie" received a "Volvo Driving Soccer Mom," is a prime
lukewarm reception in 2000. On "Slow example. It chronicles the life of a girl
Motion Daydream," Everclear returns · who went from dancing at a local strip
with a simplified musical formula and club to becoming a soccer mom. More
than that. the song is about how everyone
new stories to tell.
After the runaway success of "So Much eventually conforms. As Alexakis says: "I
For the Afterglow'' in '97. Everclear think I know where all the porn stars go I
began to rely on phascr effects and a They all become Volvo-driving soccer
clunky guitar effect that took a toll on the moms."
Alexakis' voice is as powerful as the
band's original post-grunge sound. Most
of the songs on its 2000 release sounded 180-proof vodka from which the band
the same, and the band fell out of the pub- takes its name, and the age of the almost
40-year-old singer is evident as he sings
lic eye.
However, Everclear is more culturally about longing for a TV fami ly or the loss
relevant than it has been in six years of a loved one on "Chrysanthemum."
Everclear is at its best when it keeps the
because of its new direction to a straightforward sound. The music is pop-punk tempo up. "I Want to Die Beautiful"
catchy with crunchy power chords mov- explores forsaking old age to "die pretty.''
ing in major keys. It may be simple, but it O n "Blackj ack," the guitar line sounds
serves its purpose. The distorted guitars like a riff off Nirvana's "Incesticide,'' and,
sound fresh again, and Art Alexakjs' gift for at least one song, Everclear is almost
assistant college life editor

punk again - something it left behind 10
years ago after its debut. "World of
Noise."
The second single from the album, "The
New York Times," is far from the best but
is one of the more radio-friendly. The
chorus has some solid harmonies, which
the band typically avoids in favor of a
more straightforward sound.
Not everything on the album is perfect,
though. "Sunshine (That Acid Summer)"
sounds weak next to the other tracks.
While it would have sounded fine on
Everclear's breakthrough album, "Sparkle
and Fade," the style sounds dated eight
years later.
While "Slow Motion Daydream" may
not be revolutionary, it is a great listen for
anyone looking for good guitar rock and
the best storytelling that can be found in
rock short of Bob Dylan. Most of the
music has been done before, but Alexakis'
unique vocals and keen sense of lyrical
irony keep an otherwise sub-par album
fresh.
Everclear has two platinum albums

already, so the band does not sound as
worried about making a splash. With the
"American Movie" art project out of
Alexakis' system, Everclear has gone
back to making good post-grunge music, a
genre that has been sorely lacking for
some time.
Grade: B

The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta would like to
·Cordially invite the follovving men to their crush
dance on April 17th at Murray Country Club, 9 p.m.
Aaron Grant
Aaron Hooks
Adam Fackler
Adam Maskill
Adrian Tharp
AJ Johnson
Alan Walker
Albert Cartner
Alexander Gietl
Andrew Alexan er
Andrew Nowack!
Andy Mazzler
Anthony LeCo
Austin Trice
Bart Peach
Bastian Schle
Beau Baxter
Ben Bolinger
Ben Cook
Ben Goodmc
Ben Mitchell
Billy Edwards
Blake Mun~r
Blake Nettep
Blake Rowe
Blane Ford --~-..1
Brach Crider
Brandon Brady
Brandon Powell
Brandon Scott
Brent Underwood
Brett Gibbs
Brett Mc~tchen
Brian M~tord
Brock Br.own
Bryan Morris
Bryse Ybnts
Buzz Paul
Cary Creson
Chad Hankins
Chad Mitchell
Chandler Shepherd
Charles Scott
Charlie Ward
Chase Lyles

Chase Wallace
Jesse Johnston
Matt Bebout
Chris Foltz
John Alonzo
Matt Strode
Chris Jung
John Coomes
Micah Morris
Chris Shun1ate
John McGehee
Michael Horner
Christian Dombrowe
Jon Bell
Michael Stlnett
Chuck TveJte
John Sullivan
l\.1lchael Waycaster
Clint Borrun ,--.........,.,....,...,.....,..,..,....,.,,..,oq Wright
Michael Groves
Clint Burkeen
Jonathan Brazell
rJilke Cooper
Clint Hampton
.Jonathan Maddux
~e Noonan
Cody Brahn1
John Forshee
Mike Perry
Cody Shupe
Josh bner
~e Voyles
Cralg Jacobs
Josh oster
...... . ..__s Russell
Dan Stigall
Josh trJorris
N-.than Aiken
Darren Yates
Josh Owens
Nathan Bowles
David Gross
Josh Ricks
~athan Lynn
David Hunt
Josh Scholl
.Ntp~olas Higdon
David Sol01non
Josh Sn1ith
Nile;: Garvin
Derrick Dooms
Justen Arnold
N
Rex.tng
Drew Postel
Justin French
P trick Clark
Drew "'bompson
Justin Hodges
R~ Roper
Dustin Han1lin
Justin Locke
ru~yones
Dylan Hesley
Justin Pounds
Ri~ Agostln
Eddie Davenport
Justin Watkins
RoJ:FAUen
Eric O'Neill
Keith Schwack
Rol;>b1e Fitch
Ethan Holloway
Kevin McEwan
Ro~rt Edwards
Evan Long
Kye ·Nichols
Robert Tafelmeier
Frankie Cage
Kyle Chandler
Ross Jones
Graham Gobin
Kyle Congdon
Ryap<I\Iahn
Herald Klein
Kyle McKinsey
Ry~ Mullins
Heath Wilson
Kyle Rhone
Ry~ Seay
Herbert Endres
Kyle Wellington
Sa~v~.gutar
Jace Rabe
Lee Herring
Scotti E llison
Uacob Abbott
Lee Watts
Seth fvJc;Gregor
'Jacob .R eed
Lonny Sn1ithson
Tilm~ Hemminger
James Lane
Luke Anderson
·r...,.,....,......._.,_...:T:;..;o:-:.:n:..:.Y: Ldcido
Jamie Burkeen
Marc .Frru1.ck
Tony ~i"tchelet
Jamus Edwards
Mark Burk.halten
Tony Ryan
Jan Ran1sperger
Mark Chamberla""t,_n_..._..._. .......... Travis Brown
Jared Gentry
Mark Henon
Travis Humk.ey
Jason Baker
Marshall Welch
Trent Garland
Jason Curry
Mathew Buchanan
Trevor Pervine
Jason Elliot
Mathew Stanton
Tripp Gibson
Jay Cooper
Matt Clen1son
Tyler Wiles
Jay Heath
Matt Houser
Wesley Spencer
Jeremy Sacharnoski
Matt Keel
Will Ryan

J

....
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GO to the Old friends co-heads of Elizabeth
"I cannot think of anyone who
would be a better college head
than Doc (McGaughey) and
With friendly, slightly mischie- Valentine," Ann Landini. associvous gleams in their eyes and ate professor of journalism and
laid·back demeanors. Robert McGaughey's former student,
Valentine and Robert H. said.
Landini said Elizabeth College
McGaughey Ill, both of the
department of joumalism and residents are fortunate to have
mass communications, give both professors as their college
strangers no inclination of the heads because they care about stufame and success they have dents.
"Doc and Valentine genuinely
accomplished during their lives.
"(Valentine) is a Renaissance like students and want to work
man," McGaughey said. "He can with them," Landini said. "When
do more things in an hour than the students who are now in Elizanyone r know. He is a teacher, a abeth look back at their college
magazine publisher, author, actor, days, some of their fondest memplaywright, director, a public- ories will be of Doc and Valenrelations man, a video producer, a tine."
Valentine said other faculty
communication consultant and a
professional stand-up comedian." members are among his closest
Valentine and McGaughey friends.
He also spoke highly of
have performed stand-up comedy
for thousands of people all over McGaughey's compassion and
the nation for25 years. Somehow, dedication to his profession.
"1 cannot imagine anyone cares
the outrageously busy partners
still lind time to enjoy their posi- more about Murray State than he
tions as college heads of Elizabeth does," Valentine said. "It is
always fun to work with him, and
College.
"Students keep you young by it is an honor to be associated with
keeping you curious about him."
McGaughey said he thinks
things," said Valentine, who
decided he wanted to be a profes- Elizabeth residents "see us as
sor while working the graveyard more than faculty."
"Bob and I have done our entershift at a carburetor factory. "Students demand answers that you tainment for them," he said. "We
only thought you had. Every time take them bowling, out to eat. I
you have to explain, you have to like seeing how they develop,
understand anew, and once every learn and mature. Hopefully we
100 explanations, a newer, more are able to guide them."
Valentine said his greatest
basic truth becomes apparent to
accomplishment in life was his
you."
V:dentine, who has been col- wife.
"I am the guy who married
lege head for two years, said Murray State is a genuinely student- Vicki Jo Stevens," Valentine said.
"That wasn't in the papers?"
centered university.
Jenny Teasley. sophomore from
"The faculty are always ready
to chip in with a donation of time, Owensboro and Elizabeth College
expertise and support for student resident advisor, said McGaughey
groups and activities," Valentine and Valentine "are hilarious."
"You could be having the worst
said. "At the end of the day, you
feel that you had the best possible day and walk in the door and they
chances to make a real difference would say something to make you
smile," she said.
in someone's life."
Teasley said the college heads
Other professors in the department of journalism and mass are constantly in the building and
communications
said
both participate in every activity imagMcGaughey and Valentine regu- inable.
"They put in 110 percent
larly make a difference in people's lives.
•
effort." Teasley said. ·~ersu~

by Kristen Watson

head of
the college

In this eight-week
series, we take an upclose look at each of
the eight residential
. college heads and how
they affect the lives of
students living in the
residence halls.
Week 5:
Elizabeth College

staff writer

Easter is APril 20th!

Jenny Hahn/The News

(Left to right) Robert Valentine and Robert McGaughey Jll, c~heads of Elizabeth College.
port us inside and outside the college."
Melissa Tipton. senior from
Henderson and fonner Elizabeth
resident. also spoke highly of the
duo.
"l have much respc~:t for both
of them," Tipton said . "Anyone
who can be that serious about
their occupation and ,Slill make
your sides split with jokes has it
together."
Both Valentine and McGaughey said they ten Elizabeth residents and stUdents in general fO

keep a sense of humor.
"You have got to have a sense
of humor to get through anything
important," Valentine said. "Very
little of what we do in life has a
life-changing impact, so we have
to put our acuvitics and their consequences in perspective. What
we do is no big deal: how we do it
is."
McGaughey said they both try
to teach Elizabeth r~idents two
irnpor1ant lessons in learning to be
:successful communicators.
"ListCJJ; many people-tlear but'
rtiW:t)'S

don't really listen, and no matter
how bad the crisis is. never lose
your sense of humor," McGnughey said. "We try to be role moJcls
for them."
Valentine said the greatest challenge in his work has been focusing on the mission .
"Filling out forms. :sleeping
through meetings and dumping
5,000 e-mails each day can distract you from the mission,"
Valentine said. ''(But I plnn on
teachin& at Murray State) until the
dl)"bdiJe._ funeml:!'

·-----~------------
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Relax, Worship, Experience!

he
Hope Harbor Church ...
SAME TRUTH

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.

The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m.

DIFFERENT SERMONS

Using humor and insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
knowmg how to improve your home, your work, your life.
DIFFERENT MUSIC

Featuring a few less hymns, a little more guitar and some
21st century technology- all combined to worship an awesome God.
DIFFERENT RELATIONSHIPS

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples, other parents, and to form lasting relationships. Life
is easier when we can do it together.

FREE pizza at 7:40 .
BRING A FRIEND!
First Baptist Fellowship Hall

... a different way to do church.
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Water war splashes on campus
b y Alicia Ray
::.taff writL'r
After class today. running. shooting and
carrying extra ammunition is advised - for
the Iota Phi Theta Water War.
The game will run from I 0 a.m. to 2 p.m.
near the residential colleges and extend from
Winslow Dining I tall to the bridge in front of
Elizabeth College.
Dill Young, junior fr9m Georgetown and
Iota Phi Theta member, said anyone interested should meet in front of Elizabeth College
wearing a yellow T-shirt.
"We'll haven truck parked there with a lot
of water balloons in it," Young said. "It's
going to be a checkpoint. Anyone who wants
to come and pick them off the truck may do
so."
Demarkus Pruitt, junior from Louisville
and president of Iota Phi Theta. said participants' arsenals nrc not limited to water balloons.
"They can bring any type of equipment,"
Pruitt said. "Cups, water guns; they can
(even) get n water hose up in there."
Man.tuisc Mcintyre, junior from Georgetown, said the fraternity will organize participants into teams.
"There ' s supposed to be three different

teams (separated from each other) with a light
dye - a red, blue and green.'' Mcintyre said.
''It'll wash out, though. It's the kind that dries
clear."
Young said ribbons also will distinguish
teams.
''Everybody's going to have on a yellow
shirt, but we' ll have ribbons to symbolize
what team they're on," Young said. ''Diffe rent people (on separate teams) will get different water balloons (filled with food-colored
water). That's how we're going to figure out
whose water is on which people.''
Pruitt said the fraternity hopes to have surprises in some of the balloons.
..We talked about having (different-colored) water and shaving cream and stuff like
that in some of the balloons." Pruitt said.
Marcus Raglin, sophomore from Georgetown, said he thinks the war will continue
long after its scheduled end.
.. It's supposed to end a t 2 p.m., but whoever wants to keep playing can keep playing,"
Raglin said. "It should be a pretty big
turnout."
Mcintyre said the crowd will not want to
stop playing at 2 p.m.
" I think maybe (regulation-wise) it'll end,"
Mcintyre said. "(But) everyone will keep
playing. I am."

SPE CIAL S!

(lotlol~~)

Tanning & Storoge Aentol

TrY Our ctassifiedsl

PERM$ $40 a Up

from Sirloin
Stockade

NIEON IBIE&C:H

Got Something To Sell?

TANNING$21 for 300 Mia.

Acro~s

Pruitt said he thinks the time frame will
support a good turnout.
"We did it because mainly Murray State is
a suitcase college, so a lot of people leave as
soon as they get out of class," Pruitt said. "A
lot of people leave right after that, so we
thought a good time would be about 1 p.m."
Young said his fraternity has talked to several sororities and fraternities on campus but
thinks most of the participants will be independents.
" I think the big turnout will be from people
who don't even necessarily know it's going
on but see us (on campus) and go back to
their rooms to change," Young said.
Mcintyre said he thinks the water war w ill
be a campus-wide success.
"I've talked to a lot of people about it,"
Mcintyre said. "It seems like the highlight of
the weekend, like the foam party or something."
Young said he thinks the event will bring
students from many different backgrounds
together.
"We're j ust trying to unify the campus,"
Young said. "There a re a lot of things that go
on that draw only a certain type of person. We
just want everyone to come out and have fun
together on campus - kind of let go and have
a little fun."

HIGHLIGHT$ $:&S a Up
MEN'$ HAIRCUT $8
WOMEN'S

rrtl)r
t.:JSla~y
ne\vs

Wa l k-ins Welcome

Call 753-1682

10% discount off tannlna c>ackaees. swimwear
and lotions with MSU 1.0.

F1rst 20 words 25c per word.
ea. additional word 20c per word.

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

8 a.m.- 9 P.m.

-

753-3333
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Sunset Boulevard Music ••

Attention
Advertising
Majors and Minors
JMC 456 Advertistng
Campaigns has a new course
number.
Beginning in Fall 2003, it will
be offered as JMC 556
Advertising Campaigns.
See your advisor or
Professor Welsch for details.

.
1 .-

8 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Ai. & Sat.

Place your classified ad at the
Murray State News office, 111 Wilson Hall.

Southside Shopping Center • Murray
•open Late by appni ntment•

New Purses and baes by MW
- 1!)--.

Hours

Mon. -l'l'us.

Coupon

I

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.rn.-6 p.m.
Phone: 270-753-0 '113

Ju•t: 1 Block From M!iU Dorm•

ALL FOR $8,800
PRICE NEGOTIABLE
CALL 767..9151
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Executive Council '01 - '02, '02 -'03
Student Government Association Senator
Residential College Association President
'01 • '02, '02 - '03

• Residential College Association Member
• Residential College Council SGA
Representati~e

• ::· "f'"r/

- Elizabeth College

• College Republicans Member
• Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
• National Residence Hall
Honorary Member
• Elizabeth College Judicial Board
• Associate Director of Finance, KARH

• -

CANDIDATE #2

ooT""''St

I

--------·

Process to Vote
1. Get to your
computer on Tue.,
April 15th at 9 a.m.
2. Log into Online
voting just like the
PIN System.
3. Vote for candidate
#2 - Josh Rose.
4. Be ready for an
exciting '03 · '04
year of activities.

• Freshmen Year Leader (Fall Orientation)

for SGA PRESIDENT

i
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VOTE
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• Summer Orientation Leader
• Student Technology Advisory Board
• Summer Youth Program Counselor
Paid for by ~andidate
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sports editor: Chris jung
a.,_sistant sports editor: Am.1nda kt::
p hone: 762-4468

sports

NCAA finale
heralds need
for 'sports crack'
Woe to my poor:poor existence.
March Madness ended Monday night; another
college basketball season has unfonunately come to
an end, and now I find myself utterly alone in the
realm of sports entertainment.
I don't want to overdramatize this too much, but
once NCAA football. NFL football and NCAA basketball end (in that order, mind you), my life
becomes an uninteresting pit of hell. I know what
everyone - including 99.9 per· cent of my friends - will say,
sports ll
"What about baseball and NBA
basketball'?"
My reply'? I would rather
poke out both of my eyes and
have Fran Drescher read "On
the John" commentaries to me
every day than watch the timestopping slowness of professional baseball or the ridiculous
antics of NBA basketball,
which, I might add, is painfully
devoid of any interesting competition anyway.
I guess what l'm trying to
say is that between the end of
the NCAA Tournament and the
Seth
beginning of football season in
August, I have only my poor,
Combs
overworked PlayStation to provide me with the highly addic"I don't want tive sports-entertainment drug
to overdra- (aka sponscrack) I so desperately need. There is simply this termatize this rible void from now- actually it
too much, started Monday at approximately 10:32 p.m.- until mid-August
but once
that consumes me without fail
every
year.
NCAA footI can't be a lone on this.
ball, NFL Someone on Murray State's
football and expansive campus has to feel
NCAA bas- this way too - no matter how
many ''baseball is the best sport
ketball end ever" letters to the editor "The
News" receives next week. Even
(in that
if I receive 9,999 of these letters
order, mind (sorry, King, we're still not there
you), my life no matter what you say), I will
maintain that someone. somebecomes an where has nothing "sportscrack"
uninteresting related to do between March and
pit of he ll." August.
I um the voice for said person(s), and I am here to tell you
that there is absolutely nothing
you can ever do in a mi llion
years tO till this void. And believe me, l' ve tried
everything. Playstation works - for about a week until you get sick of seeing Kurt Wnmer and the St.
Louis Rams obliterate every team in "Madden
2003." Gimme a break. Where's the realism in that?
Maybe it would be OK if they added an animation
of Warner's troll-like wife into the stands, but even
she is nowhere to be seen in John Madden's magnum opus.
How about college baseball? Ehhh - it's OK, but
you have to wait until the College World Series to
really enjoy guys younger than you and. three times
your s11.e gening ready to make millions of dollars
by slowly becoming really fat and really hairy.
If you can make your way out to Omaha to see the
series, then you have something to say, but otherwise you can just placate yourself with Thoroughbred baseball until school's out.
I can already see the pro-tennis ami pro-golf letters coming. But I say to these athletes and avid fans
that I enjoy these spons as well. but they simply
aren't enough to fill the space. Sure, I can watch a
tennis match or spend an entire weekend watching
golf. but it's only a time-tiller.
Call these events the "sportscrack patch." They
alleviate the craving but don't get to the source.
So I guess I'm pretty much still where I started,
hopelessly lost and depressed until pro-football's
preseason kickoff, live from Baghdad next August.
All I can hope is that I've depressed the others like
me into a similarly pathetic funk.
So cuddle up to your PlayStarions, flip the channels through the baseball games, watch the occasional NBA slugfest and put on your patches. It's
going to be awhile until August.

"r.alk

Aus tin Pcay

Moreht•ad State
Eastern Ktmtucky
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessre-Martin
Tenne3s<?~ Tech

contributing writer
The Murray State women's rowing
team competed in its most important
and pOpular event, the Racer Regatta,
on Saturday at Kenlake State Park.
The team won two races, the varsity
eights and mixed fou rs, and took second in three other events. the novice
fours. varsity tours and novice eights.
This is the second-straight year the
women's rowing team has won the varsity eights.
On the men's side, the University of
Cincinnati ruled the day, winning all
heats and all finals races in which they
competed.
"The competition wa.~ pretty fierce,"
said Jenny Hengehold, head conch of
the women's rowing team.
In the women's varsity-fours final,
Murray State, which had a time of 7
minutes. 10.75 seconds. fin ished second by less than two seconds to
Wheaton (7:09.34). In varsity eights,
MSU (6:40.15) finished seven seconds
ahead of Xavier (6:47.70). Vanderbilt
University finished ahead of Murray
State but was disqualified for leaving
its lane early.
ln the women's novice fours, Murray
State had two squads in the race and
finished second (7:32.87) and third
(7:39. 10). The Racers (6:55.28) dominated the mixed-fours event, fi nishing
nearly 30 seconds ahead of secondplace Southern Methodist (7:24.03).
The action was witnessed by hundreds of fans from all over the area.
"We had very good attendance,"
Hengehold said. "The supp<?rt of the
fans gives the team more hope and
drive to succeed."
The popularity of the regatta prompted a move from Cherokee Park to Kenlake State Park in order to accommodate larger crowds.
"It's nice that the support is there,''
~oaid Nicole Brandt, sophomore varsity
rower and coxswain.
The women's varsity-eights squad

Baseball is more than a
sport at Murray State. It's a
family affair.
· Two members of the
Thoroughbreds
baseball
team share more than the
M's on their caps: they also
share the same last name.
MSU Head Coach Mike
Thieke and junior infielder
Joh n David Thieke have a
unique re lationship. Not
only does Mike coach John
David from the dugout, he
also coaches him through
life as a father.
Long before Mike became
a coach, he wore a player's
jersey at Murray State. He
was recruited from Martin
College in Pulaski, Tenn.,
by legendary Thoroughbred s
Head Coach John ny Reagan.
Under
Reagan,
Mike
became a standout pitcher
for the · Breds, throwing a
no-hitter against Purdue in
1973. After his years of eligibility ended. he became an
assistant under Reagan.
"The thing that kind of got
me into coaching and got my
juices flow1ng for the coaching aspect of baseball was
that I was able to be a graduate assistant here at Murray
State for a few years." Mike
said, "I really enjoyed the
hands-on approach to the
pitching aspect of the game,
and that kind of kept me
going.''
Mike left the 'Breds to
coach high-school baseball
in Illinois und later was an
a~sistant coach at Memphis
State before returning to
Murray.
"It really tugged at my
heart that Murray was where

John Robison/The News

Members of the women's crew warm up before their first R acer Regatta race. The annual event was
held Saturday at Ken lake. The women's varsity eights and mixed fours were both victor ious.
includes sophomores Nicole Brandt,
Rachel Brown, Lensey Edwards and
Kristin Slater; j uniors Natalie Wendt
and Elit.abeth Skees; and seniors Jackie
Kortz, Sharlene Beckett and Christina
Lavelle.
Three events remain on the schedule,
including an event this weekend in St.
Louis.
With the win and support the team
received last weekend. Brandt said she
has high expectations for the rest of the
season.
"The win will boost our confidence,"
Brandt said.
She also said there is more to be
accomplished.
"(The team) did really good. but (we)
have more to offer," she said.

I needed to come back to,
and when I got the opportu·
nity to do so, I took it." Mike
said. " At that time, I had two
young boys ... and Murray, I
felt like, was going to be a
better place to raise a family
than Memphis.''
As time passed. John
David developed n passion
for baseball. Mike got
involved early and took con·
trol of his son's team to help
mold him as a player.
" In a smaller community
like Murray. I was able to
coach him at a younger age.
and I have really seen him
grow and develop as a player and as a young man,"
M ike said. ''I' ve instilled in
him that he has to make his
own way. 1 never gave him
anything except a lot of grief
to the point with him that I
was probably on him too
much. I had to back off him
a little bit and say. 'Hey, you
just go out and play the

game.'"
As far as baseball is concerned, John David said he
knew from the start there
would be no free rides from
his father. When he graduated high school, Mike
encouraged his son to play at
a junior collt:ge to gain
experience. Also. there were
several 'Breds seniors at the
time, limiting room for new
players.
A season later. John David
received a spot on the 'Breds
roster. He did not rest on his
laurels. Ahead of him was
the task of winning his teammates over and gaining their
respect.
"My work c::thic is I 10
percent no matter what I
do." John David said. " I
think I have to prove more to
the team than I do to myself

OVC Baseball
Schedule

With three events left in the season,
only " minor changes" need to be made,
Hengehold said.
"Thanks to everyone who came out
and supported us," she said, "I hope
there's a continued interest in the
sport"
The team will face Creighton University and Washington Uni ver~ity this
weekend at the St. Louis Triangular
Meet. MSU also will compete in the
Southern Intercollegiate Rowing Asso·
ciation (SIRA) Championships on
April 18 and 19 in Oak Ridge. Tenn.
Last year at the SIRA Championship~.
Murray State finished 15th overall.
The SlRA Championship is one of
the most coveted events on the Racer
schedule. MSU wi ll compete with

12-16-1
9·16
10-14
10·15
12-16
I 1-12·1

teams from across the nation, including
Tennessee, Ohio State, Virginia and
Texas.
The final event of the season will be
held in Louisville on April 26 against
the University of Louisville. The event
has been dubbed the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Rowing
Championships
because the University of Louisville
and Murray State are the onty· two
schools in the state with Divi~ion-1
rowing teams.
This will be j ust the second year this
event has been held as an intercollegiate state championship. In 2002. the
Racers (8:43.40) lost in novice fours by
half a second to Louisville (8 :42.90).
Novice fours was the only c::vent held
because of inclement weather.

-

good pitch to hit, and I was
able to send it out of the
park."
M ike said he sti ll contemplates paying fans to heckle
his son since that was the
o nl y home ru n of John
David's career.
Next season there will be
only one Thieke left on the
Thorough bred's
roster.
Although Murray's father-

and-son duo work well
together, at the end of the
season Mike will hang up
his cap for good and retire
after 10 seasons as Murray's
head coach.
"I'm definitely going to
miss him being part of the
baseball fami ly here at Murray State," John David said .
''I just wish he could have
been here one more year."

Residential College

Greek l eague
Fraternity
Ap ril 14
Sigma Chi vs. Pi Kappa Alpha, 7 p.m.
Sigma Phi Epsion vs. Lambda Chi Alpha, 8 p.m.
Alpha Gamma Rho vs. Alpha Sigma Phi, 9 p.m.

Apri114
Franklin, 6 p.m.
Regents \'S. Richmond, 7 p.m.
White v:;. Elizabeth, 8 p.m.

-

MSU Head Coach Mike T hieke (right) instructs his
son, junior infielder John Da,·id.

Intramural Soccer Schedule

Vf>.

Women
AprillS
Richmond vs. Hart, 7 p.m.
Elizabeth vs. White, 8 p.m.
Hester \'S, Springer, 9 p.m.

...

Jenny Hahn/The News

Intramural Soccer Schedule

Hester

April13
SEMO @ Eastern Kentucky, noon
Morl!head State@ Austin Pcay, 1 p.m.
Murray State@ Eastern Illinois, 1 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin @ Tcnncs~ Tech, 1 p.m.

11-15

and to my dad j ust to get
over that stereotype of him
being my fathe r and my
coach."
Mike said John David has
been able to ass1milate himself into Murray State's program effectively s ince his
arrival last season.
"John David is one of the
hardest workers that we
have o n the team," he said.
" He's one of the first ones
on the field du ring practice
and one of the last ones to
leave. I think he felt like he
had to earn his stripes here,
and he has done so. I've had
a couple of players this year
come to me and ask me why
he's not playing more."
Despite a ll the extra work
and responsibilities that go
along with being the coach's
son. John David said he
e njoys his role on the team.
"I've done it for most of
my li fe," he said. "So I' m
able to separate him being
my father from him being
my coach."
Away crowds, John David
said, are a little harder to
win over. Once hecklers discover
the
con nection
between the young infielder
and his father, they can be
ruthless.
Coach T hieke smi1ed as he
reminisced about
John
David's first away series
while on the 'Breds roster.
"About his second at-bat,
some hecklers found out
what John David's last name
was and related it to me.''
Mike said.
Those fans gave the
'Breds infie lder a hard way
to go until he blasted a home
run out of the park.
"That's defi nitely o ne of
the highlights of my career,' '
John David said. " I just got a

Men

April12
SEMO@ Eastern Kentucky (dh), noon
Murray State@ Eastern Illinois (dh), 1 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin@ Tennc:.st.>e Tech (dh), 1 p.m .
Morehead State@ Austin Pcay (dh), 2 p.m.

15·8

-

.bY Jake Lowary

contributing writer

Overall

2·0
1·0·1
2·1
1·1
1-1
1·2
0·1·1
0-2

Racers successful at Regatta

by Daniel Heath

OVC Baseball
Standings
ovc

a p ril 11. 2003

Thiekes' relationship goes beyond dugout

Seth Comhs is the assi~ttmf news e<litor for "The '
Murray State News."

SEMO

the murray state n ew s-

Sorority
April 14

Alpha Omicron Pi vs. Alpha Gamma Delta, 6 p.m.
Sigma Sigma Si~ma vs. Mafia, 7 p.m.
Alpha Sigma Alpha vs. Hoop,~ p.rn.

- =---
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OVC Action

Track teams place fifth
at Gatorade Classic

The women's golf ream opened its spring
season with a victory in front of our fans at
the Lady Racer Classic on March I 0 and ll.
We always enjoy hosting a home evem. and
J would like to thank everyone for supporting our tournament. Newcomer Lee-Anne
Puce started her college career in excellent
fashion by earning a first-place finish with
rounds of 76-71. In addition. April Steenbergen (74-83), Kelly Wren (81 -83). Nikki
Orazine (83-84) and Ashley Kelbaugh (8483) all earned top-10 finishes.
We followed the victory with a secondplace finish at the 13-team Jacksonville State
University Chris Bannister Classic. LeeAnne continued her good play. shooting 7674 to earn her second individual title in two
events. Sophomore Santie Koch placed
eighth with rounds of 84-73. It was then off
to Florida where we earned a fifth -place finish of 14 teams in the Stetson Spnng Fling.
Lee-Anne (78-81) and Nikki Orazine (788 1) paced the team with sixth- and ninthplace tlnishes, respectively.
Our next tournament was the 14-team
Southern Illinois Saluki Invitational held
March 23-24. The team fought the cold and
extremely windy conditions to earn its second victory of the season. Lee-Anne returned
to the winners circle with her third victory of
the season with rounds of 77-73. Santie
Koch's rounds of 79-83 earned her a ninthplace finish and a spot on the All-Tournament Team.
I am pleased with our progress this spring
and look forward to the challenge of defending our Ohio Valley Conference Championship. This year's championship will be
held April 28-30 at the Country Club of Paducah. l would like to take this opportunity to
invite you to Paducah to watch both the men
and women's teams compete. Tee times will
begin at 8:00a.m. Thank you for your continued support of the women's golf program,
and I hope to sec you in Paducah.

BasebaU Scores

Both the men's and women's
track teams picked up fifth-place
finishes April 4·5 <1! Southeast
Missouri's Gatorade Classic in
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
The men were led by fresh·
man thrower Derek Sargent,
who took fir.;t place in javelin
with a distance of 179 feet, 3
inches. The MSU men took the
top ~;pots in the ham mer event
with senior Jon Glrgill finishing
first, junior Brian Knippen fmishing second and senior Garrett
Middleton finishing third.
The men's overall score was
89 points, good for a fi ft h-place
fi nish in the six-team competi·
tion. 'Ihe women earned fifth
place of eight teams with 64
points.
Sophomore thrower Jamie
Nurnberger Jed the women with
a :wcond-placc finish in the hammer UU"ow with a distance of
152· 10. Nurnberger also finished
fifth in the dLc;ctls. junior Shanah
Zigler placed second in the pole
vault with a height of9-6.
The track and field teams will
travel to Nashvilk~ for the Ten·
nessee State Invitational today
and Saturday.

Apri/2

Middle Tennessee 16
Austin Peay 7
Eastern Illinois 9, 11
Chk<ago State 6, 6
Eastern Kentucky 15
Shawnee State 3
Arkansas State 4
Murray State 2
Southeast Missouri 7
Southern Illinois ~s
Memphis 24
Tennessee-Martin 1
Jenny Hahn/The News

Members of the Murray State baseball team .covered the field Sunday after the game ~·a s
rained out. The T horoughbreds were scheduled to play the third game of the weekend against
Eastern Kentucky. T he baseball players are responsible for the maintenance and management of Johnny Reagan Field. Murray State will play a doubleheader tomorrow at EIU.

managed to win their match 8·2.
The women's team claimed a
6-1 \ictory Saturday, pulling the
team's record to ~-1 in the OYC
and 6-9 overall. The women
dominated the doubles competi·
tion with wins from the No. 1
doubles team of sophomore
Jaclyn Leeper and junior Melis::-.a
Spencer ,md the No. 3 doubles
team of senior Cheryl Graham
and fre..-hman Tami McQueen .
Spen<X!r also won her singles
match 2·0 and remains unde·
feated in the conference. Leeper
won .lt the No. 2 spot. Sophomore jennifer Ward, Graham
and Mc:Queen also claimed sin·
gles victories.
The men's team will next com·
pete April18 at Tennessee State,
and the women will host More·
head St.1tc at 3 p.m. today.

Men's, women's tennis
teams win against EIU
The men's tennis team defeated Ohio VaHey Conference
opponent Eastern Illinois 4-3
Saturday, while the women's
team outscored EIU 6-1.
The men won 4-of-6 singles
matches to pull the h:o.1m ff.'cord
to 7·9 overall and 2· 1 in the

ovc.
Senior Thiago Gondim won
his No. 1 doubles match 2·1, and
junior Zakaria Bahri took the
No. 3 singles match 2·1. Junior
Masimba Muske and freshman
Rkhemn Mourad also won their
singlt'S matches.
Eastern Illinois outplayed the
Racers in overall doubles competition, but MSU's No. 2 doubles team of Bahri and Gondim

"

KHSAA inducts fonner
Racer Into Hall of Fame

..•

Former Murray State football player AI Giordano was
inducted into the Dawa-..I

harc's/Kentucky H igh School
Athletic Association H all of
Fame on March 25 in Lexing·
ton.
Giordano was an All-Amer·
ican at MSU and h as been
inducted into both the MSU
and OVC halls of fame, as
well as the Kentucky Prep
Softball Hall of Fame.
A resident of Ca ldwell
County,
Giordano
was
inductE:'d for his long-time
coaching success of softball,
football and golf teams in
Caldwell County. Giordano
was nominated for the honor
by his daughter Joni Gior·
dano, former Caldwell Coun·
ty football player Tony
Franklin and assistant softball
coach Stanley jackson.

Jackson State Tagers hire
fonner MSU head coach
Two
weeks
after
he
announced his retirement
from Murray State basketball,
Tevester Anderson was hired

Georgia State 10
Tennessee Tech 5

AprilS
Austin Peay 11, 10
TeMessee-Martin 3, 10

for the head coach position at
Jackson State. The announce·
ment was made by JSU on
Wednesday.
Anderson coached MSU's
men's basketball team to two
OVC Champion..<;hips and two
NCAA Tournament appearances since he became head
coa«;h in 1998. He earned a
winning record o f 103·52 in
his five years with the Racers.
During his first season as
head coach at Murray State,
Anderson was named CoCoach of the Year by the

Murray State 13, 1
Eastern Kentucky 8, 6

ovc.

Xavier 5

And erson
will replan~
And y Stoglin, who was fired
after 14 seasons with JSU. The
jackson State Tigers finished
the season with an overall
record of 10- 18, with three
starters expected to return
next season.

Morehead State 2, 14
Eastern Illinois 0, 5
Southeast Missouri 5, 6
Tennessee Tech 0, 5
Apri/8

Western Kentucky 9
Austin Peay 2
Eastern llfinols 9
Northern IIUnols 8

Eastern Kentucky 4

Louisville 7
Murray State 6
Southeast Missouri S, 6
Upscomb 2,2
Tennessee-Martin 5
Christian Brothers 2

Sports Briefly is compiled by
assistmzt sports editor Amandtz
Lee.

•

ODI!!it With
!itudent!i
cce!i!iible to
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# 1 on the ballot
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Vote online April 15th i. 16th · g a.m. - g a.m.
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Women's rugby team growing as interest continues to expand
From

Behind the

sport. Megan Hicks, senior from Overland, Mo.. said she apprecia.tes that
women at Murray State are g1ven the
chance to play the predominately male

Shad 0 w s

sport.
"1have always wanted to play rugby, even in high sch<Xll,"
Hid..-s said. "But it was a male sport, so when I found out that
there wa~ a women's rugby team here, I just showed up at
practice."
Dotson joined for similar reasons, but mentioned an additional bonus.
''Rugby is such a great relea-;e for all the anger students get
toward professors. administrators, friends and parents," Dotson said. ".Everyone gets frustrated with something at some
point, and being able to go out and get rid of it in a physical
way is awesome."
Dotson said the club is always taking new members. She
said the biggest challenge the team faces is keeping the numbers up.
"We often lose girls because of their involvement on so
many other things," Dotson said. 'Two of our players are

by Amanda Lee
a'isisranr sports editor

Some women at Murray State who want co embark on an
adventure do so right in their own back yanl - by joining the
rugby club.
According to current membtrs, the club ~as established in
the past but gradually died out. Since the club wa~ revived,
women across campu~ have taken the opportunity to learn a
different sport, interact with other ~omen and the men's club
and release some tension.
"From what I understand, the women's team was here
before the men's." said junior Sally Dotson, club president.
'They were a great team, and we can only hope to now
rebuild to the same standards."
Women join the club for many reasons, some of which
include curiosity and the chance to play a slightly unusual

Co~lete Fomu~l
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(resident advisers). Some of our girls are holding one or two
jobs. We are all concerned with ncademic performance, so
making time for all of these things, much like other students,
is a hard thing to grasp."
Hicks, a Hart College RA, said time management is a challenge for her.
"It is time-consuming, and it takes a lot of your weekends,"
Hicks said. ''h is very han! to get girls and keep them out and
playing."
Hicks said dedication is the key to the success of the rugby
club.
Most of the women in the club had no prior experience
with rugby. Dol~ said they learn from their coach. Abdulla
EI-Bannan, senior from Egypt, and from the men's team.
"I've been playing for two yean> now and got :.tarted like
the rest of our team by just coming out and being taught how
to play," Dotson said. "We get the hasics, and then we're usually put into a ganle situation to learn how it' s really supposed
to be done."
The club has had only one game so far this season, and
Hicks and Dotson both said they would like to see the club
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play more games.
"We did lose, but it was a great experience for the new
girls," Hicks said. "We would like to win a game and improve
ourselve.~ as far as the game goes to become better rugby
players."
Since she joined the club, Dotson said she has seen a great
deal of improvement
"We are gaining some great girls that pride themselves in
being involved not only with sports, but with something that
is a part of the University,'1 Dotson said.
Hicks said playing rugby has brought the women in lhe
club together and has been a learning experience.
"We have all become good friends," Hicks said. ''We have
all learned a lot about a foreign sport."
Dotson encouraged students to try rugby.
· "Don't be afraid of rugby," she said. "Just trust your teammates. ... You won't get hurt. and we'll all have a lot of fun."
The women's next game is against Arkansas State at3 p.m.
Saturday following the men's game against the University of
Southern Indiana. Both games will be on the field at 17th and
Hami Iton street~.
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Wanting to earn
$15 plus an h our?

Rodeo Equipment,
Nutrena Feed rsa••••·•, Western Wear
1842 State Une RD. W.
HWY. 893 West

Then become a server at
Patti's 1880's Settlement.
Applications may be
picked up at the
hostess podium.

A lo vi n g Da yc ar e

* 6am-1am
* 6-6 Sat. take Drop-Ins

Duel, KY 42049
BUS: 27()..492-8144
Larry & Lynda Ward
FAX: 270-492-8248
Barry Ward
www.stateUnewestem world.com

Por more information
call 270-362-8844.

Nana's Place
* Higher Scope Curriculum
* ....
, ..(frlllt..r.ty)
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Bring Ad and Waive Reglttratlon fee

an eyening with Nickel Creek

· Hmmm, graduation's soon .
Now what to do
with this old bike?

Sell Itl
with

Murray State News Classified Advertising
-

-

-

-

-

First 20 Words, 25C per word.
each additional word, 20C per word.

lhe

murray
CJState
news

Classified Categories Include:
For Sale • For Rent • Help Wanted • Personals
Lost & Found • Travel • Medical • Real Estate
An nouncements • Business Opportunities

Classified ads may be placed at The Murray State News office,
111 Wilson Hall, or may be mailed to The Murray State News.
Classified advertising must be paid for at the time placed. No classified ads wlll be accepted
over the telephone. The Murray State News' advertising policies and deadlines apply.

Student Government Association and the Regional Special Events Center present

Nickel Creek
Thursday, May 1 • 7:30 p.m.
an evening with

Regional Special Events Center
Tickets $15 General Public, $.10 MSU Student (with ID)
To charge by phone, call 762-5577.
Ticket Outlets: SGA Office, MSU • Sunset Boulevard, Murray • Betsy's Hallmark,
Benton • Katie J's, Mayfield • Unga Bunga Music, Paducah • DJ's Music, Paris, TN
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Thoroughbreds fall short 7-6 at Louisville
MSU commits five errors in loss,
falls in 12 innings at Cardinal Stadium
but advanced no farther.
In the bottom half. the Cardinals had runners
Errors in baseball equal disaster, and Murray on first and second with one out Dugan got a
State learned that the hard way Tuesday.
ground ball to third, setting up what appeared
Despite pouJ1ding out 14 hits and taking a to be an inning-ending double play. However.
one-run lead into the bottom of the ninth, the Thieke's throw to second sailed wide and into
Murray State Thoroughbreds (10-15, 1-1 Ohio . right field, allowing the game-winning run to
Valley Conference) could not hold off the Uni- score.
versity of Louisville and fell 7-6 in 12 innings.
Sophomore outfielder Geoff Kirksey led the
The 'Breds made five errors in the game.
MSU offense with a 4-for-5 performance th:.t
Leading 6-5 in the ninth. MSU called upon included a home run, three RBis and two runs
junior closer Greg Gray to finish the game. scored. Semor catcher Charlie Ward also conLouisville's Morgan Bojorquez Jed off with a tributed, going 2-for-7 with a double. a triple
double and wns ndvanced to third on a bunt. and two runs scored. Three other ThoroughGray then surrendered a one-out single. nllow- breds also had two hits.
ing Bojorquez to score and knot the game at 6Starting pitcher senior Cmig Ringwald last6.
ed five innings, allowed nane hits and two
Senior lefl-hunder Gordon Dugan (1-3) earned runs with no strikeouts and earned a no
relieved Gray and attempted to get the 'Breds decision. Sophomore right-hander CrJ.ig Kraus
out of the jam. After walking his first batter, and Gray combined for three-and-a-third
Dugan made an unassisted double piny after innings pitched, giving up six hits and three
catching a line drive and steppi ng on third earned runs.
ba!'e, catching the runner off base and forcing
Gray. who earned the loss, allowed only one
the game into extra innings.
run, which was unearned. Gmy struck out four
Both teams went hitless during the neAt two of the 13 batters he faced.
Jenny Hahn/The News
innings, with the Cardinals sending one runner
The 'Breds are in action again at I p.m. Sat·
Members
of
tho
baseball
team
run
foot
drills
during
Monday's
practice
at
Reagan
Field.
The
Thoroughbreds
to base on an MSU error In the 12th, junior urday in a doubleheader at conference-rival
arc
currently
fifth
in
Ohio
Valley
Conference
standings
and
return
to
conference
play
at
I
p.m.
Saturday in a
infielder John David Thieke reached on a base Eastern Illinois. The third game of the threehit and advanced to !'econd on a sacrifice tly, game series will begin at I p.m. Sunday.
doubleheader against Eastern Kentucky. MSU will return home for a 3 p.m. game Tuesday against Memphis.

staff report
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S 1200/ rno + utllitil!!' call Carol (270)

SAL E

OVAL OAK I)ININ<• k<JO~I TAHLE.
Sax m.arching rh:tirs. $425. 7S3· 1176.
JV.'U PEAHL JA.\1 TICKETS N~'hville
Conrcrt April JHth R<•sern-u !'e.aring,
fau: v.alue. Call 7'i.~·2037

fRFF. 2 1{00!\l I IJHJICJ~ TV SYSTEM
INCLUDING ~~~TAI.L\TIOI'\1.:' 1110111h..;
free HIIO & Cint:max-${1() v,IIue! AL"res..<o
22'i+
(.h:lnneb! Digital
qualil)
pactwe1$ound Pac·k~gc• :)3!.9')dno
limited offer, l..fl00.20!H6 17.
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UM this pa~t Sllnday Hearln!l ;titl
IU!MOTI! CONTROL (9hout the
l'in· of ,1 I.orgo: dgar an .a le;u her
holder) $2'\ ,00 rewarJ if rcturnc.-d
In working order. Call collect
(731) 6-42· 0164 t\f{er 7 p.m

I-IELP WA N TED
\VKMS ha~> auamc:daaw npc:niflJ.l'
fm ~nnoun<·er/b<>aru-t•p trnlnc:c:<.

ltc:quare:; uependabality, ,1hility to
lc:urn uudto equlpmcna, excellent
reading skills, and avual.abllity for
20, 40, 70, lOOK. MO ~Jm how 10 tum e\~nang and weekend :;harts May
your yeuly IOCOlne itiiO your mon!hly ro September and beyond . All
1111Xlllte, ~01 ~U.M. No :;elbntt. ScriOu'
majors wt'lcome Apply m person
only, Cilll~I- I'S~O ~-.t. 00.3()..
:11 \X'~IS, Rm . !!17, Prace l>oyle
SAW.\IIU. ~.\h'95 NF\\ SUPF.R LUlll ·
fane 1\rts, R a.m to 4:30p.m.
llfli~MA~ 2000 L "~~r C'; ap;cntae s, \.>i JQin rhe.,~outhwopds Way <Jn<t I);IVe
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wcxxls, .1 co·ed re~id<:"tllial ~11111111ea
..,J.Iom ""d lndu>lrle!>, 2S2 :-onwtl
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01111
~ Jlufl.llo, NY 14225 1-MOO·S7Ho
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t e A_0•ron '~' r..tuunt~a~~
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of
New
York.
L' sec:kmg I NTIIUSI
1
::·~m e~-..JVV'
ASTIC. hardwurkm~• .and FUNLOVSA·OKAY. Put tlUi \"OI~CUl:.~
lNG ooumelors to help c-reate AN
S6l)O-S5000 pl'r month PTI FT
AMAZING SLMMF.R for a duld. llt-n·
www frec:workfronthomeinlo.conL l·
d 1ts uf worlong :11 Southwuo<ls
H(X).6'JO.Hiil 24 IlK n.•con.Jet.l ~'-1~.
induue Sal.~ry, Tr.<vel, Room,
f.NGINF.EHI!l> STf:FL IIUIIJII~GSHoard I.aun<lr>' and mm·h more!
I.IIWC:>e prk-.."S 111 10 yc:.u·,. l';anory st:c·
For 111ur~ anfo see www .south
onus, fret~h1 tl:unagt·d repos, .thou•
wooJ~.to111 111 ,·all 8H8 l-•l·w~eks,
s:mu' utl,llllam"1 );l1 No '"'"011 3hlc:
AVON - Entreprenellr
"anted
olfcr rduseo l·ll(JO .;t.U..(i335.
Must be willing tra work whcnc:v ·
cr you want, b" rour own bo~'•
and o:njoy unlio111ed earntn~• ·
Let's to1lk . SI!H-942-4053.
!lOUSE FOR RF.l1IT Five bedroom.
F.DITOR· KF.NTCCKY ST A~l>t\IW
rhrce bath, .adjoinang C".Jmpta~. off·
llCNI tri-weekly, 9,6'i0 circula ·
~.treet
parkan!l
w,hher/ tlryc:r,

=

FOR

RENT

rionJ in 1\Jro!>low n Stellar "fllang <hard new5 , opanaon, fc.Jture,), coiling, nose for news,
photography, l'howshop. page
dcsign/ p;agin:uaon (quark) are all
musts . Org.anr7ed, knowleti!IC:•
able, expericnn•d l'iews supt'rva ·
~ion prelerr~J. Rou I' ilk in,, 'itl234H-9003 x IIY or r._.,uuH: to
rfilkinsObarusrown(ablc net

IDEAL GIFT~ b)' l'lliF.NI)L Y ha_..
op<"nin!l~ for parry pl~n advisor:..
Call :-ahout our NF.W Manager l'rollram. D<•cor, Gafts, IO)'S, Cash,
Trip~ .

ltt""Co~r11110n

I·~OIJ-4RH-

487'i www frieudlyhouat com
••ttOMF. 1\ASPI > JlliSINF_'i~·· Put your
<:umputer ru work, l~n up to $1,';00
per monrh PT SS.OOO per rnonrh FT.
Free infonnutton b<_x1klet Call 1 800315-7435 or www work~ I ~~elf net
WA!Iol

TO

RE A NEWSPAPF.R
KF.PORTER.? Uur dun'! h.Jw rhe trllinlnll or e.xpt•ricnce The Kento.~cky
Pres:. A<sod.•t•on ~nJ new~papers
acr~ Keptud<y .1rt· off,•nn!( ~ three ·
w~ek Journ:al~i11 nf>c•t" C;alllp, Mnn
d.ar. Julr 1-1 thr<>ugh Prio:~r Aus'"t

1 Th<· C.101Jl w1ll l>e .1t Oc:orjlt"town
Collt:te w1th dJsses Mond.ly through
Friday. P.anlctp:mts ""ill find afford-

SSS"Q;'f'.EKLnSSJ>istnbutlng
Merchan& on eB.ly Wt' llupplj proJua No inv..-ntory. No experience
rt.'quireu Call today for mnre info, 1-

R00-56R·I636 ext. 476j
IJHIVJ'HS-TRACTOR THAl l J!H 'New
.\1odl"l Convcmion;ll Tm<1llrS 'Qu ality 41.,111e Time 'Full llent·l"its 'Rcjlionul S: OT!l Pr,.,itaons NO ;o.TUI)T!:-:TS.
ARcnC P.XI'RF-o.;S liilli.nd. OH
43<)26 t-800-92741il \VWW.ARv
TI<.FJO:PRF.o.;s CO~!

DELTA TRUCK ()JU\olJIO(i AtJ\Dt,.\!Y16 IJJ)' CDL A.'ol> HAZ.MAT TRAINING. Free: jl>h·PI:l(emcut Ao;si.'l;lll«',
j<Jb So:rulit} Tr-Jvd lor a IJvUig. I 8001:*13- 0 171 I)HTAACAI>l' \I Y COM
GATCH YOLl ON THE J·UJI 111.01'-CDJ
L~ now hutng comp:m~ 'Owner Oper·
,u~ "Singles .md Tc;anLS 'load!. o&ith

mil~ a' ailable lnutl<.-di~tclY' A~k

our spouce-tr.lintnR progrJm. Ciill 1B()().(.fl URI\'E www diorlw.rom
DRIVER Up to Sl'iOO l>ign.On bonus!
ri.uhcd . OwJU:( Oper:li<Jr ll )JSCOUOI
l'JM> ~ !iervkt), Company , .1nd L!!o!S.:
l'utlhas~:. Gre:ll p.ay. IHollll'e' ,1:,.
h<Ju~t•timcl

able lodgmg llt nearb) motels or co1n
commute. $64'5 for rhn:e v.eeks of
lnten,n·e
JOumalrsm
tr:&mtng,
indutlel> (.'tlnhno:ntal hrc.akla't anct
lunch on das.' d.1y~. llc)lastcr b}' Juu~
27 :md pay fUM $~95. ConrJct the
Kcnru,·ky f'rcs~ AssonJiaon ! ~ll2l
ZZ.H\821 for rull del ail~. mur>oe a!!en·
da and npphc-nllon
S:\l.Es agt'rus ,,.,uu~d f<1r tOCll area (~II·
ing oo !IJll;lu bu:>ine>\.~ High ....mty
cr;_)(llma ...sion~ for independent md
c.-xperit-nced S:II~!X"r;son. Call Denni'l
Cnm:n 0 '502·228·9812 or fn1;1il
ru~.,·r.IVo:nO;acn.•:•Ml>mm.com

uen-

hovJ U:ro~ H8H·617·7!!V8.

IC>2003 Blockbuster Inc

lliHVI'Il FllP.IGHT's movinHl !'lathed
drivers ne1tded Si~tn·on llonus,
Home \1n.\t \Vet>kenus. Mt"al•, 1<K.fg.
ms, Tr.II\.,J'IOn~uon. 6 JllOnth' cxperi·
enn: required. M-F, 7 "·'i p: Sat Sa·
12p 800-4•11-4271 ext -ETI35.
OWNER OPERA TOR-;·Load' are he~
walling for you! Awrage Sl 00 per
mile. No age rt.'strKtaon on tr~ctors:
'J'r.ulcll;(f:a)!..' llwiLablc: No for,·ed
ui<paldl l>on't w.tit 10 c:~I!IJ 1'\0U·j(i(r
()jfil www ••rstn.Hbed com
DRIVER:oi Owner Operators, CHR
~nd Drivers, ~mnll Flecb welconu:d,
S3' \'an.~ & 4R' flatbed!., Mil~agl·
Pay·lwoed & Empty. l S N Trilnor
ponatton,
In< ,
800..(i63 •71 26,
lou•s~illc, KY.
Sl.OO CASU IIONU~ fur qualified
<lnvel"!t 3 y~·a~ n~theu expertt"lll~
nt'e<kd. l~,t.tl'l"hl·<l fbttwd ,:;~ader
lrx>kllll! to expand. 11crerh•lt cnmen·

nrn

Multoplt fundrao\onr, oplton\ ~v.lllable No ~,uw.1\hl'~ No rafll~s JtlSl wcccw
Fundrao\tnl! date1 .vc itlhng qullkly Grt'woth the· r"•J:r.am\ th<~t work I

li111r 1nt.l/t't! Smm < {111

Collc•~o:c f:uult</1\IIIJ:

888-923-3238 • www.campusfundraiser.com

.\"It till' li /Ill"\ ~
I n: ~:1111 .'\. '1:.\11
..,,, t : 2:1111. -L\0. 1:1111 ,'\. 11·.\11

··oo

Maiden Alley Cmema
112 Marden Alley
Downtown Paducah

MOVIE LINE: 441-7007
www maidcnalleycanema.com
NEXT WEEK -

7-()0.):JO, Cull 1~1-0870.
l>RI\'F.R.'ic 1lJITION·PAID TRAJNil'G.
Nu creu•r 'he:<, k'' No ~'f)ot.<!lru!r neetlcdt
Why not ~~~.n ~ jl~:n l~arcer? Company

OJO·Solo,/Te:mts 83~. We
arc lookmg for experienced te~ms to
run primity do.,patc:b, Call I llfi!!MOJU\· I'AY (I·!!&I-667-.U29)

College fundratstng made Simplo. Safe and Free.

Springer-Franklin
would like to
congratulate you
on recently
being crowned
Ms. Wheelchair
Kentucky.

.Located inside
Wai-Mart.

Truaner~ .

Group in just :1 hours!

Congratulations
MISSY
JENKINS!

"'"": 2:1111 ~:.\11 .\.

tion:Jl<,, air·nde fbrs. Good JXI)', good

lx-neflls. !'ipcdali7etl HaulinR, M·F.

Eam 51,000 • 52,000 for your Student

Advertise with The Murray State News!

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.

about

URI\'f.R·COVF.NAI\'T TRANSPOI!TIIking F.xpcriencetl Team.,, Solos and

-----

LQ$T IN LA MANCHA

There are only

spunsored

tr.tinin~-;

pro11. hnmeui.11e

f\all l't'ndit.' p;t~k.<l!l', (')ao;.o;e~ /il.!nJilg
weekly EXI'FIUENCED TEAM/Dill·
VER.'> NFf:DPD .t\SAPI School g.-ad~
weloome! CaU Tracy f!OO.SS}-2778 EOE

Cll'iT \Vww joinCRST com
::>TART 2003 \\~th Fl)e'i. Home W~k·
ends. Company driver.; up tO $ 36
[andudc:s honu~a; Owner Operators
S 1\J plu.; !>llrdl:IJltC
10Cl"lllive5 S.IV
ing acluiliunal S';l5/111ilc: C.:J.)L·A 2 year.;
OTit c.llperienre required. 1·800-\>48-

JUST STARTING

IN THE REAL
WORLD?
"'Money
"'Benefits
"'Training
All for as little as 1

weekend a month
and 2 weeks a year!

wn

YOU CAN
have it all!

6766, W\\W.l'JX~tiTin\flC)rt.fl)Jll
WANT A RAISP I YF.AR expalcnl·e
PAYS S.ii/ nulc (or compan)" drsvcr.;'
More cxperaen~ pays more! Home·
tlmd Benefits' 12 mos. OTR reqUired.
He3rtland P.xprco;s 800-441·-l\l'i3
"""'' heanl.an<.h:xprc.'-~ nHn

1-800-GO-G UARD

or
www,I800GoGunrd,com

KY Army
National Guard-

M.S.U. Clssslfleds Work/JI

0

SUMMER
CAMP JOBS

Girl Scouts.

Help girls grow strong, make lifelong friends & kayak
in your free time! Girl Scouts of Kentuckians hiring for
Bear Creek Aquatic Camp (KY Lake) & Camp Pennyroyal (Westem KY). Camp Counselors, Lifeguards,
Health Supervisor & Assistant Cook. Great benefits, fun
traditions & playful atmosphere!

Apply online at www.kyglrlscoutcamps.org
or call1·888-n1-5170 ext. 234

3 more issues of

The Murray State News this year!

ts.fi~~
Pet Sitting

House Sitting

WE WILL TEND

The National Society of Collegiate Scholars
will be having a cookout Friday, April 11
at the quad from 12 - 2 p.m. All members
are invited to attend.
For more information call
Erica Diggs at 762-2531.

Come as you are, by boat or by car.

The Dockside Restaurant
at Eagle Nest Marina

A,lw, I clme., !'ish, r<eathered Fnends,
os OM:II as ony other Furry or
non-lurry critrers in rhe-ir own

home environment.

Shawn Maxwell

753-6147

new-s
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Alliance:
Barber: 'We want to let people know that we are here .... We are normal.'
From Page 1
chair of the Human Rights Campaign
Foundation Board of Director1> and
director of Moveable Feast, a nonprofit organization serving the
HIV/AIDS community in Baltimore.
Basi le is the brother of Michael

Basile. director of the Institute fnr
International Studies at Murray
State.
Barber said she used to work in the
liS office, and when she came out to
Michael Basile, he mentioned he had

a gay brother.
"I told him that everyone has a gay
brother. but it wasn't until we perfanned a search on (Vic Basile's)
-name that we found out exactly who
he was in the gay community." Bar-

"The conference helped us Jet people know that (gay. lesbian, bisexual
and transgender students) are here,
and our needs are not always being
met," Walsh said. "It also served as a
way for people !'itruggling with com-

ber said.
Barber said CfK was an opportu·
nity tor people to sec that Alliance,
de~pite being from a smaller state
university, is capable of pulling a
statewide conference together.

SPRING. FEST

(ofeman's Safon oJ c:Beaut1

Vollef:1ball
Carnival (james
Pie in the ]ace
Dun king !jooth
Ana [ots more!!

welcomes new stylist

Misti
Lawrence

EnaJ.nes

Brakes

A graduate of Ezell Cosmetology School, Misti specializes in
all branches of cosmetology, including hair, nails, waxing and
make-up.
Call or see Misti for an appointment on
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Drtveabllity

Owner/ Operator

& Electrical

270-759-2467

Rest assured we'll take excellent care of your
automotive maintenance. Our service technicians handle
every task with the utmost care and precision.

"-0

_.

Mon.- sat.

-~ ·~

c)

·.,

OPEN

t 0:30 a.m.

to
midnight

R
~.

J

For more Information, please contact
Springer President, Amanda D. 'Nhlte,
at AmandaD.WhlteOmurraystate.edu.

208 S. 12th Street

lOo/o Discount for MSU Students
and
with m.

•

Springer-Franklin Lawn
April 13th
from 2-5 p.m.

Barbara Colema11

Dia&nostics

H S

ing out to know that they are not
alone."
Said Barber: "We want to let people know that we are here; we: arc
your neighbors. classmates and suite
mates, and we are nonnal."

759-3663

4!:

Fax:
753·7993

LOCAlLY GROWN ORGANIC PRODUCE

Chestnut St.
Located at 5 Points

HONEST SAFE RELIABLE
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES

Phone:
767-0486

Mon.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
lues· Sat.
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

NOW HARVESTING Red & Green Romaine and Buttercrunch Lettuce. Also
Kale & Baby Green Gounnet Mix.

Certified Organic Grapefruit, Valencia Oranges, Broccoli,
Cabbage, Yams, and Onions. Others available upon request.

. . . . . . . . . . . ,. ..... ,., . • • • • • - .... · * * • • ·

•Corner of Coldwater Rd. & Hwy 121 •

Deadline for reserving
ad space is every
Monday at 5 p.m.

www.thenews.org

.J!l

Murray Place

Located behind
Goody's across

from
The Apple!
Students, why
drag it all home
and back?

Indoor Climate Control
Storage
Residential & Cotnrnercial
Store your Stuff!!!
•
•
•
•
•
•

• U-Haul rentals
• No security deposit
• All u nits air-conditioned and heated
• Month- to-month leasing
• On-Site Manager
• Boxes for sale

Rates from $ 12 mon thly
Controlled access
Video s urveillan ce
Security alarmed
Pest control
Open 7 days a week

1700 Lowe's Drive

(270)759·3003

----

--~~--

;Re~eeftihi• .

·----------------------·

11-------------.l

Premier Mini Storage 1
1
644 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

:

Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon!

FREE PADLOCK

when you move

in!

Phone: 270-753-9600 1
1 Premier Mini Storage
1 Behind Goody'a lD the Shoppe• of Murray
Fax: 270-753-9602
--------------"'

I

CaU or come by tod.ayl
www.hllltborocompanlea.com
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